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Abstract
This thesis describes a research program to study ice floc collisions under wave
action in the Marginal Icc Zone ( MIZ ). The primary objective of this program was
10 develop a new interpretation approach for the phenomenon of icc lIoecollisions
in the MIZ and to obtain the floe collision frequency.
Th e icc floc field was considered to be random while the floe motion was mod-
elled as a stochastic process. A new concept of floe spacing distrib utions was de-
veloped in order to study collision behavior by probability theory. From the aerial
photographs of the LIMEX'89 field experiments , and by using probability plot test ,
icc floc edge distance distribut ions and centre dist ance dist ributions were derived.
Both were shown to display Lognormal Distribut ions.
By analysing water particle displacements in a wave field, a floe collision cri-
terion was obtained. Wit h this criterion, floe collisions were related to fl.oe cent re
distance, floe edge distance, wave amplitude , and wave period. The floe spacing
distribution s were introduced into this criterion and the collision probability for a
floe dur ing one wave cycle was obtained. Valuable results such as the frequency
of collision events within an ice floe field and the number of collisionsof one floe
during a time period could be derived from this collision probabil ity.
The same procedures were repeated to obtain floe spacing distribution s and
collision probabilit ies in different horizont al directions. Th e results showed tha t in
two different horizonta l directions only sl ~i\1I diffeeeuccs existed hl't.I\'C'i ·l1 t he' !I""
spac ing distributions, and betw een t he collision probabilit ies. kt' Iloc rnllisiutls , ;IS
well as wave scattering mechan ism, made the icc floc field evenly Ilist rill1lt·d. 1':1'-
centric coll isions made the collision events happened wit hout dominant ,lin ·l·t i,," s.
The accelera tion data from the LIMEX'S9 were analy sed to lind tit,· Iluml,,'r
of collision events of the meas ured icc floes. Predictions of collision frc'llul' I1 I'i,'S
from floc-wave cond itions an d from acceleration data were sigllilinm tly ,litrl' rl' lIl.
However, t he difference became smalle r after the dimensional d rl'fl s of t h c~ lhws
were consid ered . The influences of winds were d iscussed and shown iL~ thr- primary
contribut ion to the results of higher wave amp litude wit h smaller collision fwcj1II'lll"y
during it time period obtained from t he accelerat ion da La of LIr-.1EX · l)~J.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Objective and Motivation
The purpose of this research is to ohtain th e icc nOl~ spacing dlst ribut.ions 1\I H I to
determine the ice floc collision frequ ency under wav e action i ll the :o.1 argil1a.1 In '
Zone where th e disco ntinuous icc field meets and intC'tads with t he O C(.' ,UI swell.
Ice floe collision is one o f the most acti ve physic....l processes ill t he Marg ina l
Ice Zone. This info rma.tion is required to provide better urulcrstandiug of l1w
importance of mechanical ab rasion and degradation ill rclatiou to melting of t ill'
ice cover. Earlier studies ( LIM EX'89 ) indica ted tha t the thickness of the lee li CK'S
near the ice margin was simila r tc t he thickness of t he floes well remo ver! from t Ill'
edge . This suggests that mechanical degradation as a resull of ice floc collisions is
a dominant mechan ism in comparison to thin ning of the ice as a result of melting
at either the top or t he bott om or t h e n OC! .
Icc floc co llisions influence the lateral dete ri oratio n of ice floes and co ntribu t e lo
the floc size a nd sha p e distrib utions . Throug h floe collisions, wave ene rgy pa.'lsi llg
thro ugh the icc fioe field is a tt enuated . This kn owledge is important for predicting
the environme ntal loading forces on offshore structu res. The potent ial of an oil
spill always a ccompa nies offshore oil indust ry development. The presence of pa ck
icc will most certainly hinder clean-up efforts , Iceis an excellent conta inment and
transport agen t for o il, and the dispersion processes are slow by compa rison with
the o pen wate r process. Therefore, it is necessary to s tudy wave-iceint eraction for
pred icting the dispersal of an oil slick in the Marginal lee Zone. The knowledge
of icc floc col lisions is also re levant to vesselm ovemen ts through cold oceans. T he
present study callprovide insight to t he investigation of under-sea acoustic noise ill
the vicinity o f the Marginal Ice Zone. Ice flee collision is one of the maj or physical
processes gener ating noise in cold oceans. If a better understanding of wave-ice
interaction is achieved, meas urement of ambient sound may provide a convenient
way of remote sensing someof thephys icalprocesses t hat occur over a wideexpa nse
of the ocean surface.
T his research is concentrated on ice floc collisions resulting from ocean swells,
although other atmospheric and ocea nographical factors such as air tempera tu re,
ice mechanical propertics, winds, and ocean cu rrents also affect floecollisions. T he
influe ncesof these fa ctors on icefloe collisions will be addressed briefly in rela t ion
to th e importance of ocean swells.
1.2 The Marginal Ice Zon e
The area between the minimum and maximum seasonal icc limi ts pius t ill' TI'g;nn
of the icc marg in can be defined ali th e seasonal icc acne. 'l'his SI'llsuilal in' Ztlll t'
can be further d ivided into three main d ivisions : the F~ l let!Zone, till' Slit'a t ZUlli',
and t he Marginal Icc Zo ne. Th e Marginal Icc Zo ne forms it specialtransiuuu Wil l'
between two di fferent e nvironments : icc cover a nd open ocean. T IU'mus t l1ot;fl'ahl..
feature of the open ocean is t he presence of sur face waves whlls" 11I11lllilu,lc t"i\1l I...
higher t han 10 metres. In cont rast, t he Fast le t' Zone 111111 the Shear {,Utll', Il ilV !'
an almost continuous icc cover, and th e vertica l displacements of the kc COVt'r are-
typica lly of the order o f millim eters ( Wadhams, 1986 ). The ~1argin a l lee '1.1J1l { ~ is
a very dynam ic zone w here the icc-wave inLeraction plays nn illl port1\llt rule in t Ill'
physical processes.
In the Mar ginal Ice Zone, sea icc can be s ubdiv ided lute three cb<tr,nt:lc· ri.~l i .·
zones: edge zo ne, transition zone, a nd interio r zone in the d irection hu m ope l!
water to the shore. ln t he edge zone, icc noes a rc about ten met res a.crmiS and of
uneven thickness. In th e transit ion zone, icenoes are somewhat lar ger aJ lf l smoother
than t hose in t he edge zone. In the interio r zone. ieefloc sizec an h C UVf'f 100 ruet ff·.~
(Squ i re , 1983a ).
Some marg inal ice zones have disti nct icc floc distr ibution features such i\S Lht~
Labrador Ice Margin where b ands an d patches of ice !IOt:!i arc intermixed witll
bands and pa tc hes of open wat er. The Labrador Curre n t forms a class ic margina.l
icc zon e exposed to th e foil Io ree of t he Nor t h Atlan t ic wave action. lee which
forms in the Davi s Strait is carried southward and joined by heavy floes from
Fcxe Channel coming out of Hudson Strait. The combined ice stream is carried
south by the Labrador Current and reaches the east coast of Newfoundland ( by
Janua ry-February) . Its ext reme limits, att ained by March-Apri l, tend to coincide
with the edge of th e Current so that by the end of winter a wide seaward tongue
of ice has formed orr Newfoundland, corresponding to the eastward turn of the
Labrador Current ( Wauhams ,I 986). It was within th is ice field that t he LIMEX'89
experiment was condu cted. Data from LlMEX'89 were utilized in the present study.
It is d ear that the appearance of an Marginal Ice Zone is st rongly influenced by
local wave condition s in addit ion to other oceanographic and climatic factors. And
the waves themselves are affected by the ice floes encoun tered during their passage
through the floes. 'The waves in a continuous ice cover appear ilS flexural-gravity
waves with dispers ion behavior and amplitude different from their paren t waves in
open water. The scatt ering mechanism strongly influe nces waves in a discrete ice
field. The icc floes tend to act as a low pass filler allowing low frequency waves
to penetrate but inhibiting the propagation of highe r frequencies ( McKenna and
Crocker, 1991 ).
1.3 The Phenomena of Ic e Floe Co llision
La rge size icc floes lend to be broken into smaller OIll'S through flexural failllTl'
ind uced by waves . T he Bocs in turn modi fy the nature of t he surface W1\\' l' lit,!tl.
W hen th e ra tio of floc size to wave le ngth is sufficientl y smal\, the flexural rI'~ P()IlM'
of t he floe is negligible and the floe will move like a rigid body acted upon by Ol't 'a ll
waves. Also, when th is ratio is sma ll enough, water par ticle- like motio n occurs III
t he icc floe, which means t he Aocmoves so as to ex actly follo w the mot ion of tlu-
ocea n surface (Sq ui re, 19831\; Lever ct aI, 198'\i Wa d h ams an d Cowan. [!.l8·' ). Ire'
floes which occupy d ifferent position s, have altern a te Ilhi\SCS corresponding to till'
ocea n waves. Unde r the act ion of ocean waves, the floes will collide with each other
be cause of these phase differ ences.
The influence o f wave act ion on floc collisions is clear an d signiricant under
ce rtain environme n t al cond itions. Even in a clearly di verging ice floe field, nJ ll i.~i (l IiS
ca n be intensive ( McK enna and Cracker, 1991 ). T he peck ice behaviour 1i i1.~ IlI'tm
studi ed by treat ing t he collis ion as an clastic collisio n between circula r llocs ( SIII'II
ct el, 1987 ). Howe ver, seve ral visua l observat ions of Iloe collisions ill t he Margin" l
Ice Zone showed t h at the collisions were inelastic ( Rotlier , 1990; McKellna 1\11.1
C rocker, 1991 ). T his is pa rticula rly true for Llf.,fE X' 89 which wa.~ ca rried out in
Ap ril when the ice floes were close to melti ng tempe rature an d quite ' .~ort ' .
Ice floc collisio ns reduce floe size and cause wav e energy losses. Th is (all be
ce rt ified by the brash ice mass am ong ice floes. Dir ec t obs ervations of ice floe
da mage duri ng floe collisions confirm that icc floc co llisions p lay lin impor ta nt rolf:
in the p rocess of ice &rowt~ , melt, and de teriora t ion in a n d uo un d the Mar&inal
Ice Zone. Quite oflen a lar ge am ount of br ash ice exists among ice floes. Th e form
and structure of thee br ash ice m ASSd indicate th at most of them are not formed
locally due to air temperaturechange. Instead they are for m ed by ice floecollisions.
The impacts of nei&hbo ur in&floes produce the br ash ice a nd red uce the Roe size
( RoUier, 1990 ). Wave e ncr&y10 Sse3 occur in t his process due t o collisions of the
icc floes.
So far , no lab oralory experim ent of Roe collisions has been performed . This
is partly because of the fact that it is very difficult to chose a suitable model
materia l to conduct the experim ent under laboratory condition. Fortunately, a.
few field exper iments ha ve been carried ou t and th ey provide valuable infor mation
about ice-wave interactio n in the ~br&inal Ice Zone . These fidd ex perimen ts were
carried out in th e North Atlu t ic: Oceuto ff Newfoundland , the Beri Dt: Sea. and off
Greenla nd ( Wad huo s e t ai, 1988; Eid el .Al , 1989; Ratti e r, 1990 ; McKenn a.and
Crocker ,I!!!!I). They provide t he iceBee morphology and t he dynam icresponsesof
ice floes to ocean waves, and form the bas is for studying ice floe coll ision beh aviour
in the Mar&inal lee Zone.
1.4 Proposed Approach to the Problem
The present study of ice floe collisions under wave action is restricted to sl!lall
ice floes, wit h rigid bodies an d perfect waler particle-like motions acted 11 11011 by
small ampli t ude waves in deep water. The ice floes therefore <:an be described
by t heir size, t hickness, concentrati on, and spaci ng distances. The ocean waves
can he simply described by t heir amplitude and frequency. T he mechan ical and
thermodynamic propert ies of ice floes are not involved in the following approach.
In order to obtain the ice ~oc collision freque ncy for a speci fic icc floc field, it
is nece ssary to acquire continuous dat a of wave ami icc floc condi tions OW t 1I11!
whole area. Bu t, it is very difficult to measure the wave and icc floc parameters
in thi s way. For the wa ve conditions and the mo tions of a few selected ice UOt~ i l t
some specific locations of an area, however, continu ous m easurem ents a rc possible
and a time de pendent process can be de rived . Because floc size, lhic kllCli.~ , Mlmpc
and location are variab le, any extrapo lation of t he results obtained from the fimited
number or measu red floes is da ngerous. For example , we ca n not obtain the number
of floe collisions within an ice floc field simply by multi p ly ing t he collision numher
of a measured floe with the floe numbe r ( defining floc number as t he number or
floes ) of the ice field. To solve the problem, an approach was de veloped to consider
the movement of ice floe s as a stochast ic process and t he ice floc field a.'i a random
field. Then the proba bility of collision occurrence und e r a significance level Iur
limit ed number or floes was deri ved from probab ility theo ry. Th is probabil ity could
be extrapolated to get the colli sion freq uency of t he wh ole icc floc field during a
period of time. A detailed discussion of t his process can be round in the following
r:harter s.
Icc floc collision was demonstrated to occur when the changes in spacing dis-
tances bet ween neighbouring floes, due to wave mot ion, become large enough.
Through theoret ical analysis, t he icc floe collision criterion was obtained based
on Airy Linear Wave Theory under the assumption that relat ively small ice floes
moved as water particles in a wave field. This criterion related floe collisions to ice
floc spacing distances, wave amplitude, and wave frequency.
The field experiment LIMEX'89 provided valuable dat a for the present research.
f rom the aerial photographs of the ice 1I0e field, ice floe spacing distribu t ions were
der ived. Combining the distributions and the 1I0ecollision criterion, one could ac-
quire the collision probability for one floe in one wave cycle. The collision frequency
within an icc floc field and the collision number of one floe during a specified time
period were then derived.
Icc floe collision events were identified from the abnormal acceleration traces
of LIMEX'89 icc mot ion package data. By counting the collision events, the col-
lision frequencies of the packaged floes were derived. These collision frequencies
could be then compared with the results from the approach based on floe spacing
distributions and the collision crite rion. T he same procedures were repeated in
different horizontal direct ions to find whether or not the floe spacing distributions
and collision frequencies had domina nt directions.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Experi ment of I ce- W ave Int era ct ion in t he
Marg inal Ice Zo ne
The penet rati on of ocean waves into icefields WM recorded as ea rly as till! I8211 's.
The first navigators to encounter t he Arctic and Antar ctic icc marg ins noted waves
a nd swells within ice fields at rather large dista nces from the icc cover edge. A .~crics
of observations were made later from ships, stations on icc cover, and permanent
stations estab lished on coasts. The results showed th at longer period swells culild
penetrate through an ice field for greater dist ances than shorter period swells, iLnd
wave energy decayed as the waves penetrat ed the icc field. Efforts were made t il
get t he attenu at ion rate and t he wave behavio ur in icc fields experimentally ami
theo retic ally. Mainly because of scaling and consti t utive problems, few dellnite
conclus ions could be drawn from laborato ry tank experime nts . However, a II lHnbN
of such experiments were carried out ( Ofuya and Reynolds, 1967; Henry, I!J6B;
Wadha ms, 1973 ). The achievement s of th e ice-wave interaction study were gained
mainly by theoretical studies and field experiments .
Some conclusions were drawn from fieldexperimentation dur ing the last twenty
years. Wadhams carried out a seriesof observations by sonar from a submerged sub-
ma rine ncar the ice edge in the north ern Greenland Sea ( Wadhams 1972, 1978 ).
Measurements also were conducted with an airborne laser profilometer off New-
foundland ( Wadhams, 1975). All results showed an exponential wave decay with
penet ration distance, according to an equation of the form:
Ez = Eo expf c-o e], (2.1)
where a is a frequency dependent attenuation coefficient, Ez is the energy density
of a spectra l component centred at frequency (oJ at a penetr ation distance x, and
Eo is the original wave energy density in open sea.
A more complete series of ice-wave observations began in 1978 and involved
several locations: North Atlantic Ocean off Newfoundland, the Bering Sea, and off
cast Greenland ( Goodman et al, 1980; Squire and Moore, 1980; Wadhams et el,
1986;Wadhams et ai, 1988; Eid et al, 1989; Rattier, 1990; McKenna and Crocker,
1991 ). Wave buoys were inserted into the open water between floes at different
distances from the ice edge to measure the wave decay. The flexural, heave, surge
and tilt responses of ice 110es were obtai ned by putting accelerometers, st rainmeters,
gyros, and compasses onto the ice floes. The two kinds of measurements were
combined to study ice-wave interaction in the Marginal Ice Zone. The thicknesses
of the expe rimenta l floes were determi ned by coring, and floe size distributions
and concentrat ions were derived from aerial photographs and video records from
helicopters. The results of these experiments highlighted some regular patte rns
relat ing to: waveenergy decay with in an ice field, ice floe dynamic behaviour under
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wave action , wave scatt ering among ice noes, wave penet rat ion and rvflccrion al
ice edges, ice floe flexural propert ies, and icc floc collision bchavlcur ll ll l lcr \\,;WI'
act ion .
To date the growth of ocean waves with in an ice cover has received le~~ aucu-
tion. The wave growth by wind ac ting on the sea su rface is severely halll]lermi by
a continuous ice cover, although not entirely inhibited ( Crocker an d Waflh;ullS,
1988 ). Experiments were also conduct ed to study wave growth i ll disconuuooos
ice an d these results showed that wave growth decreased rapidly ;!S t he pcrecruage
of t he ocean covered by icc increased ( Masson and Lclllond, 1989 ). It is reason-
able to state that a large percentage of waves, measured within art icc field, is !lot
generated locally, but has propagated to th at point from t he open ocean.
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2.2 The Flexural-gravity Wa ves
Theoretical interest in flexural-gravity waves, or 10 called ice-coupled waves be-
gan over a century ago by Greenhill ( Wadhams , 1988 ). He suggested th at the
icc could be represented by a thin elastic beam and derived a dispersion eque-
tion. Subseque ntly, ma ny researchers have done extensive theoretical work on t he
theory of flexural-gravity waves ( Wadha ms, 1973, Squire and Allan, 1977; Mollo.
Christ ensen, 1983; Weber, 1987 ). T hese works were concerned with propagation
and atte nuation of surface gravity waves t hrough fields of pack ice.
If a small amplitude wave in deep water approaches a perfect ly elast ic ice sheet,
a ncxural·g;avity wave will form in t be ice-water system. T he water motion is &s '
sumed inviscid , irrotat ional, and incomp ressible. T he ice sheet. motion is caused by
the press ure field beneath it , and t he ice sheet remains in contact with the water.
The Ilexural-grevity waves of the ice-water system obey th e sam e dispersion rele-
tion. Under the above assumpt ion, there exist velocity pote ntials in water obeying
Laplace's Equation. T he mot ion of the ice sheet is described by elastic t heory. Th e
pressu re underneath the ice sheet is repr esented by a lineari zed Bernoulli equation,
since the displacements and velocities of water particles are assumed to be small.
Th rough Lapla ce's Equation, this boundary problem was solved and t he velocity
pote ntia ls were obtained. The dispersion equation of th is flexura l-gravity wave can
be writte n as ( Wadha ms, 1973 ):
(2.2)
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where k is the wave number, p is the water density, Pi is the density of ice , h is 1.11 '-
ice thickness, 9 is the gravitatio nal acceleration , w is the angular Ircqucucy, and ,,'
is t he flexural rigidity of ice, ( F is dependent on the Young's modulus of clAAtidty,
Poisson's rat io, and ice-thickness).
Equa tion ( 2.2 ) has three physically feasible rools: one real, representing t ill'
propagatin g waves in the ice-water system, and two complex conjugates represen t-
ing evanescent edge waves. Equation ( 2.2 ) is valid for all propagatin g waves ill
perfectly clastic floating ice sheets regardless of the mechanism of (ormat ion. 501l1e
important properties of flexural-gravit y waves can be derived from this equation.
The properties of flexural-gravi ty waves tend to those of wate r waves at long peri-
ods and /or for thin ice sheets. At shorter per iods, however, they tend 1,0 thus,>uf
pure flexural waves in thin elastic sheets.
Apart from its dispersion, the most importa nt property of tile f lexural-gravity
wave is the way in which the wave energy is shared between the icc and the water .
For the ice-water system, the mean kinetic energy is equal to t ile potential energy,
a result expected for a progressive wave. However, the ene rgy is unequally divided
between ice and water, and both ice and water have unequal time-average kinet ic
and poten tial energies. For short waves, most of the energy is transported hy tILl:
icc; while for long waves, most of the energy t ranslation occurs in the wate r. Ocean
waves of all periods, except long swells, even transmitted perfect ly Irom the water
into the ice, display much lower ampli t udes within the icc field. Only at very long
swell periods does the flexural-gravity wave have an amplitude lending to its open
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water parent .
Ice, however, is not a perfectlyelastic material, hut is viscoelastic, l.e. possesses
creep properties. When exposed to an incident wave, each volume element of an
ice lloe passes throu&h a cycle of alte rnat ing te nsion and compression. Pad of
the deformat ion thus induced is elastic, but it is accompanied by a t ime dependent
plastic strAin-creep. The creep process requires work, which involves the absorption
of energy from the wave.
It is assumed that steady state creep occurs through all phases of the stress
cycle, obeying the flow law of Clen. A further essurnptlon is that the stress can
be derived directly by linear elastic theor y. Using the obtained stresses, t he now
law is applied to calculate an energy dissipation rate, interpreted as a decay rate
of the nexural-,;ravity wave with increasing penetration. Creep is thus seen as I.
small pertu rba tion to I. stress-strain situat ion dominated by elastic fcrcea. Usin,;
these ll.3Sumptions, Wadhams ( 1973 ) produced the solution for calculatin& the
flexural·gravity wave decay with penetratio n distance. An importaot prope rty of
the flexural-gravity wave attenuation is that short period waves decay quicker than
long period waves. The progressive attenuation lhrough creep reduces the wave
energy preferentially at t he short periods. For example, a wave of 18 seconds
showed liltl e energy lou even after 1000 km of propagation for a typical 5 metres
icc thickness of the Arctic ice cover. Thi s might explain why only long period waves
were recorded at locations far Crom the edges of fu t ice.
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Mollo-Christensen ( 1983 ) introduced compr essive stress of the ire into 1.111' in'
sheet motion equ ation . This stress Wall tr eated as a function or iru typl' , ~ l rai ll
rate an d tem perature under otherwise steady conditions. T hen t hrough the ~ ;UlL l '
analysis as ab ove, a solution was derived. In th is soluti on, exis ts ,111 ite m dt'lllltillg
the effect of compression of the icc. Under this effect the group vdOt:ity of lIlt'
flexural -gravity wave can be reduced , and reach zero if the compressive ~t rcss is ill
excess of a cr itical value. T his leads to a concent rat ion o( energy and ,"I.Illu:kli ng or
the ice. The required comp ressive st ress can come from the effects of winds, sur fitel!
currents, or even t he radiation pressure of t he wave itself aga inst the upwind ('Ilp;!'
of the ice sheet . Thi s approach was used to exp lain the icc eldenp on shores. An
observati on of unusual waves of I metre a mplitu de and 18 seconds pe riod al iL
locat ion in t he icc pack 560 km from the icc edge WiL~ a lso explained hy this tl ll'"r y
( Liu and Mello-Chri stensen, 1988 ).
A different approach was to assume Newtonian creep and lise a viscocl iL~ t ie
constit ut ive equation for ice from t he st ar t, instead of separa ting 1I1ean alyses into
an elastic ana lysis for propagation and a creep analy sis for decay ( Squire arul
Allan, 1977 ). A Maxwell-Voigt spring-das hpot model was used to represent sell
ice behaviour under tension. T hen the flexural rigidity of icc was replaced hy
a viscoelastic parame ter, an d a dispersion relation was derived. T wo evanescent
waves and a flexural-gravity wave were obta ined, a sit uation almost like the c1asli c
case of Wad hams. Instead of propa gating with no energy loss, the waves decayed
graduall y in an expo nent ial manner with distanc e int o the icc.
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Wa.ve rcllectlon end transmission at an ice edge are theoretically and practically
importan t. As one expects, the thinne r the sea ice or the longer the wave, the less
the wavc is &Ifected by the ice cover , and the closer the transmission is perfect .
Conversely, when the sea ice is ve ry thick or the incoming:waves have a very short
period, very little wave energy enters the ice cover and most is reflected. This
leads to short and choppy seas near the ice edge ( Squire, 1983a ). The reflect ion
and t ransmission coefficients of the amplitude of surface displacements depend on
icc thickness and wave period, as well as water depth , and to a less extent on the
mechanical proper ties of the icc. By numerical experi ments with six different ice
models ( Carstens and Rosdal, 1987 ), high reflection coefficients were only found
for short period waves, while for waves with 10 second periods or more, reflect ion
coefficients were less than 10 percent. The more flexible the ice, the less reflC'Ction.
The velocity potentials 0( the ice-wave system can not in themselves match
at all water dep ths between the free surface domain and the ice-covered domai n
for gcUing refleeue n and t ransmission coefficients. The simplest approach to this
problem is to match across the boundary only at water surface, on the grounds tha.t
most of the wave energy is found near the surface. In anothe r solution, an infinity
number of evanescent . 'lodesare included in the solution and allow matching to be
carr ied out by minimizatio n of an integrat ed error term from surface to seafloor.
Reflection and tran smission are found to be markedly influenced by the inclusion
of these modes ( Fox and Squire, 1990 ).
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2.3 Waves in a D iscrete I ce F loe Field
Shore fast ice and vast icc floes arc broken up due to wave Induced flexural failllrt',
which is the princip al det erminan t of floc size dist ribution. A rmdmc rr ilwinll
may be used to est ablish a limit ing floe size dist ribution wit hin till: Marginal ICt'
Zone as a whole. Th ere is a criti cal floc size. which is a [unction of wave ht:igh t i\1Ll1
length as well as ice thick ness and stre ngt h. beyond which th e floc is unstab le luu l
likely to break up ( Squi re, 1983a ). ln t urn waves become more complicated a nd
att enuate rapidly in the discrete icc floc field. T he incident wave produces a rl)m~ 1
resp onse to t he floating icc Hoe and th us gene rates a scalterc!j wave field. TIll'
ice floes conce rned in the present study are restri cted to those whose Ilinl('lIsi"ll is
small compared with wave length.
Wadhams ( 1973 ) approached this problem by considering only the rcllcctious
from a floc. The energy in the reflected portion was assumed to dissipate before
reaching the preceding Roc, which made thesingle seauoelng model. It wa.sa.'lslI nll~d
that only the mismatch between the free sea surface and the elastic Ilcc su rra/'.!
caused energy reflection. Then velocity potentials were obtai ned for each domain
and matched at water surface and at a depth of one quarter of the wave length. T his
solution was used to explain the measurements showing that surface wave puwer
spectr um decayed exponentially with distance into a discontinuous ice cover. T he
rate of decay was greater for higher frequency components of the wave spectrum,
These components corresponded to short er waves which were a.ffected more hy the
presence of the ice. Attenuation coefficients of waves in a discrete ice floc field werl:
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then obtained.
Most ice I lce llclds encountered in the Marsinal lee Zone are sufficient l)' con-
cent ratcd for multiple scattering to be impor tan t . Assuming t hat reflected wave
vectors experience the same reflection and trans mission coefficients as the main
forward wave vector, the scatt ering is incoherent , and a WAvevector is allowed to
suffer :Jp to two reflectio ns only, one gets the attenu ation coefficient for multi ple
scattering. Thi s coefficient is smaller t han that for sing le scau ering, because mul ti-
reflections ret urn some of the reflected energy to the forward propagat ing wave.
The pred icted coefficients of this model agreed well with several field observation s.
T he fit was especially good for the phenomenon of the dec rease of the coefficients
with increasing wave periods which occurre d in t he mid- range of wind wave periods
( Wadham", 19; 3 ).
A th eoretical model was developed by Rae and Vandiver ( 1981 ) for t he
calculation of the attenuation waves as they passed through a discrete ice field.
The method produced a predict ion of the eue nueted wave spectrum after passage
t hrough a user selected distance from the ice edge . To dete rmine t he at tenua tion
of " aves , scattering was the only factor considered. The ice floe was modeled as
a rigid , floating 2-D body in a plane WAvefield. U. ing the program NURJD, t hey
solved the time harmonic linear rad iation proble m and obtain ed the heave and sway
exciting forces to a single floe. These were then used in a sepa rate program to get
t he tra nsmission an d reflection coefficients. Conclu sions similar to Wadham s' were
found. For a wave frequency range of 0.05 to 0.25 Hz. Roe diame te r of 40 metr es and
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thickness of 0.2 metres, the attenua tion went from zero to 90 percent . TIU' ~ingl c '
2·0 body result was ultimately extended to model it ice floe field. End dfl'cl~ \\ W P
ignored and the 3-D problem was transformed into a 2·0 problem by as~ lll11illg th;\t
every point along a plane wave front encounte red only one body. The att enuation
due to a group of 3-D distributed floes was then considered the same a.. attenuation
due to a 2-D body of equivalent width.
All the works for determini ng wave atte nuat ion in aIL icc floc ficl,l were consid-
ered in the wave propagation direction, t he 3-D scattering problem was ~illl l'lifi"d
to a 2-D scattering problem. However, The directio nal surface spect rum is ,liSt)
modified by the presence of the ice cover ( Wadhams et al, 1988 ). In tile first Icw
kilometres of ice cover, there is a tendency for the directional spectrum to nar row
and bec ome more perpendicular to the ice edge. This is because components trav-
elling at angles other tha n 90 degrees suffer increased attcnuaticn, as they I IiI Vl'
travelled a greater distance to reach the same point within the ice floe field. Afk r
this initi al narrowing of the spectrum, the random scatte ring of waves from 11m·
edges becomes more dominant than the att enuatio n of components travelling at
non-normal angles and the overall effect is then to produce a more homogeneous
directional spect rum.
Weber ( 1987 ) proposed an alternative theo retical treatment. It was not hi\..~c. J
on progressive scatte ring of incoming waves from icc floes. Instead, the ice field Wll...
modelled as a highly viscous Newtonian fluid overlying a slightly viscous ( due to
turbulent diffusion) rota t ing ocean. Alt hough originally intende d to model hrll...1J
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icc, t his second order t heory worked well for appropri ate values of eddy diffusion
coefficient and the derived damping rate compared favorably with field data from
the Bering Sea MIZEX of 1983.
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2 .4 Ic e F loe Collision under Wave Action
The problem of ice floe collisions unde r W1\\'C action could be divided into three
par ts . The first is the prob lem of 1\ single floating hody in ocean waves. Thi s II-ads
to a basic understanding of the dynam ic behaviou r of a floating hody in ;1 wnve
field, The second is the proble m of a pair of floes excited by wave {on:es. This will
give us a picture of the rela tive movement of neighbc ut ing Hoes alltl floc collision
occurrence conditio n. Finally , an icc floc field is healed as a whole to consider lilt'
floc collision problem.
The problem of floating bodies unde r ocean waves has heon studied extensively ,
experimentally and theoretically, principally connected wit h naval architecture.
Even afte r considerable simplifyi ng assumptions, complete solution s of t he response
of a freely floating body t o wave forces are difflcult to obtain . Wave-icc Interaction
is a subset of this floating body problem. A single icc floc under wave action dis-
plays all the usual rigid body mot ions: heave, surge , sway, roll, pitch , and yaw, hilt
it will also bend and possibly break up. The response of icc floes and icchergs to
ocean waves were stu died primarily with an inter est in wave induced llexurallowls
and the potential importance of waves as agents in ice floc breakup.
The re are two dist inct app roaches in dete rmini ng the motion of a lloati llg hody
interacting with waves: Morison's equatio n and potential t heory. Each met hod has
been shown to be valid for a different domain of applicability. Morison's equation is
used by offshore enginee rs wherever ine rtial and viscous forces dominate, whereas
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potent ial theory is used when diffraction becomes si&nificant. The two theories
approach one another asymptotica lly in the inviseid, small body limit .
A potent ial theory approach which neglected viscosity was used to model the
motion of the floes in the MIZ. and to calculate the wave loading benea th each floe
due to the passing ocean waves by Squire ( 1983b ). His results showed tha~ floc
motions were very small compared with water motion when the wave periods were
short , whereas for long period waves the heave and sway responses were ahllost
perfect but the roll was negligible. Here the dominant factor is t he ratio of wave
length to Iloc size. Wadhams and Cowan( 1984 ) showed tha t small floes. 20 metres
diamet er or less. had an essentially perfect heave response, Le. the floe moved so
as to exactly follow the level of the ocean surface.
Levcr et 1.1 (1984 ) studied the waveinduced motion of ice bodies in regular wave
conditions using models that were different in shape and surface rougheess. Their
results indicated that when the ratio of wavelength to characteristic bcdy size was
greater than 13. water part icle-like motions occurred in all models. When ttlis ratio
was between 10 and 13. the occurrence of pertiele-like motions was dependent on
the model shape. Wave diffraction and possible viscous force were thought to affect
model behaviours u this ratio dropped below 10 and particle-like motion waa not
observed.
A theoretical nonlinear 3-D time-domain method for predicting the motion in
waves. of a small ( with respect to wave lenglh ) floating body of arbitrary shape,
was developed by NORDe O Limited ( 1989 ). T he general equatio ns of motion or it
rigid body were applied and the wave forces were compute d by a dir ec t integ ration
of pressures over the instantaneous wett ed surfaces of the body, T he scaltwing
forces were esti mate d by the equi valent mot ion concept a nd tile viscous forces l\'l'rl '
est imated by the applicat ion of appropriate semi-empirical drag codfJcielils with
respect to the equiva lent motion velocity . Their results indicated th at when till'
ratio of wavelengt h to characteristic body size WI'I.'I less than -l, t he motions were
dom inated by d rifti ng; when thi s ra tio was greater than 13, t hey had the S11.11\1'
conclusion as Lever et 11.1. When t his ratio was in t he range between 7 and II , the
motions were significantly affected by body submergence and wave overt aking.
Altho ugh the phenomenon of ice collision has bcon repo rted by some invcsriga-
tors ( Mar t in and Becker, 1988: Winsor et al, 1989; Rotti er. 1!J9Di McI\e llrli\ ,lUI]
Cr ocker, 1991 l, lite rat ure on th e physical process an d mechanical propert ies or i n~
floe collisions is limited . Attempts have been made to model pack icc behaviour ill
t he Marginal Ice Zone by conside ring the clastic collision between floes ( Shell et
al, 1987 ). T his model was used to investigate the role of collisions i ll momentum
t ransfer throug h an ice floe field. T he flees were assume d to he circular and per-
fectl y elastic , and their motions were assumed to be random. Collisions hc lwccli
neighbourin g floes were considered as being caused by t he mean defor mation Ilohl.
Tho se collisions tr ansferred moment um which produ ced t he internal st resses in lht:
defor ming ice field. By equa t ing the collisional energy losses to th e deformati on en-
ergy, a relationship betwe en the stress and st rain ra te was quant ified . TI1t:y found
t ha t the collisional stre sses were proportional to the square of floc diameter and
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the square of the deformat ion rate. It was found t hat the colllsionel stresses were
very small. Consequently, the resul tlng stress divergence was estim ated to be much
lower than the air stres typ ically encountered in t he Marginal Ice Zone.
A floc collision model was developed by McKenna and Crocker (1990 ). They
assumed the floe velocit y in waves to be equal to that of a water particle at the
posit ion of t he floc cent re. By linear wave theory, collision velocity was der ived tora
pair of initia lly contacted neighbour ing floes. It was also assumed th at floc collisions
were inelastic and tha t floes collided d irectly with th e maximum wave induced
velocity. Thin -layer fluid and constant stre ss models (or conta ct pressur es were
used to estimate the upper bounds on floe size reduction and brash ice produ ction
which w..s t he residue ot the crushing process. The amount of energy , extracted
from t he wave field by th is process, was also derived. It was concluded t hat collisions
were importan t for determ ining the decre ase in floe size. The reduction in wave
energy with distance due to floe collisions wu however considerably smaller th an
the total wave attenuat ion obser ved in pra ctice, indicatin~ that other mechan isms,
ror exa mple wave scattering, by which waves were attenuated in an ice floe field,
were ma rc import ant.
Rat tier ( 1990) proposed three mechanisms by which adjace nt floes int eracted a.s
a resul t of torcing by ocean swells: collision between ice floes, compre ssion of brash
ice between floes, and shearing cont act between floes. It WILSsuggested tha t the first
two e vent ty pes were driven by relati ve surge of two adjacent floes, while the IlLS t
one could be driven by a relative surge, heave , and pitching motions or the fioes. A
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model was developed in orde r to quan tify t he condit ions that must be mel fur l';wh
of the processes to occur. This work was done under the assumption that each thll'
did not cont ribute significantly to the hydrodynamic velocity potentia l. rcgardlPss
of the way it responded to that Held. Il was shown that t he ratio of the mean
wave height to the mean floe spacing is the dominant factor in the deterlllilla tioll
of t he event rates of th e Hrst t wo mechani sms. This ratio was used to identi fy
four regimes in which interac tion events were (a) extremel y unlikely, [h] highly
depend ent on wave height , (c) modera tely dependent 011 wave height . alit! (II) in i\
, sat urated' state where the event rate was almost independe nt of the wave height.
The inter action model was extended to attempt to quantify t he lntensity will. which
these processes occurred in an appropriate manlier in order to estimate how greilt ,L
cont ribution to the ocean noise field each process might take. Correlation helwI'('ll
the model outpu t and ambient noise measurements indicated that some features ur
t he ocean sound field were predicted well by this model.
McKenna and Crocker ( 1991 ) introduced the ice mot ion meas urements t aken
during the Labrador Ice Margin Experiment 1989( LIMEX'89 ) in detail. The ice
motion data were interpreted to determine the causes and the frequency or collision
between floes. Collision events were defined by the evidence of any contact between
floes during a wave cycle, which was investigated by checking the acceleration .lab ..
They observed tha t the collisions were closely related to the wave cycle with some
events being intermi tten t or continuous. It was found that local air temperature
decreasing and local winds increasing would tend to increase the likelihood of col-
lisions. Additionally, the re was not a positive relation between collision frequency
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and wave amplitude .
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Chapter 3
Ice Floe Collisions under Wave
Action
3.1 Floe Motion under Wave Action
The respons e of icc floes to surface waves forms one of t he founuationR of ice floc
collision studies. As mentioned in Chapter 2, complete solutions are difficult to
obta in even afte r considerable simplifying assumpt ions. In the present st udy, 1I 11~
ice floes concerned are restricted to small ones whose dimensions arc sm all cum-
pared with t he wave length . T hese sm all floes a rc stab le and 110t broke n Ill' by
wave indu ced flexural failure. T hey move as rigid bodies under wave acti on. The
waves are those of small amplitu de and frequency. Wale r is taken to be invisd d
and inc ompressible with infinite depth, a nd its mot ion is taken to he irro ta t ional
and incompressible. T he effects of added mass and non-unity response a m plitude
operators ( RAO ) arc assumed to be negligible. Th en floe motion is approximate d
by th e movement of a water particle which is posit ioned at the Iloc centre, all if the
floe were not th ere.
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Added mus coefficients have been shown 10 vary with the kind of motions the
floc may undergo. In senerAl, they are also functions of wave frequency. In the
Marr;inal Ice Zone, the ice Aoes are usually very shallow compared to the water
depth, which means the influences of water depth on RAG and added mass need
not to be involved in the present study of floe collision. The following work will
be based en the assumption of infinite water depth. On the condit ion of aspect
ratio )./ D > 5, where ~ is wave length and D is characteristic floe size, the added
IO M S coefficients are usually small ( Bai, 1977 ). If this ratio rises up to ~/D > 13,
a freely 110ating body responds to wave excitation closely, which means that the
response amplitu de operators are very close to unity for flee surge, heave, and
pitch. Th is has been observed and computed by several researchers ( for example
Lever et aI, 1984 ). When this rat io becomes smaller, however, response amplitude
operators are non-unity and the floatinr; bodies demonstra te ICS! water part icle-like
motion. Wave diffraction and possible viscous forces bcsin to affect Roat in&: body
behaviours u this ratio drops below 10 and water peeticle-like mot ion does not
occur ( Lever et el, 1984 ). The present study is based on the data. provided by
the field experiment L1MEX'S9. The ice floe field encountered in L1MEX'S9 was
composed of relatively small ice floes. The mean diameter of the floes was about
10 metres, and the wave length was appro ximately 156 metres, giving the ratio
of wavelength to floe diameter to be greate r than 13. It is reasonable to assume
that the effectsof added mess and response amplitu de operators are negligible and
therefore icc floes move like water particles.
The assumpt ion that a floe oscillates like a water particle forms one of the
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foundations for further analysis of the icc floe collision peoblc tu. llowover, it mll~\
be borne in mind that the effects of added mass cocfficientsand response il.lllplill lll,·
operators may be significant. particularly for t hosela rge noes under W3WS uf hi gh
frequencies.
"
3 .2 Floe C ollision Criterion
It has bee n demonstrated t hat smal l ice floes move as wa ter parti cles on S m rlt!'
wa ves under certa in conditions. Therefore , a aiterion for ice floe collision oeeur-
re nee can be obtained throu, h studyin! t he kinet ic behaviour of t he lI.oes. The
rel ative po sition ch an, c of twoneighbouring ice floes controls the floe collision oc-
cu rrence. T he crit ical cond itions fo r collision occurrence follows the analysis o f Airy
Linear Wave Theor y.
The effects of an ice floe's vert ical mov ements in the following analysi s U ti
be ignored , since they only have litt le influe nce o n floe collision behavior when
Airy Linea r WAve T heory ill used to analyse the pr oblem. For example, unde r the
con ditions of Bee diamete r of 10 metres and 0.1 H z rrequency wave. the vertical
componen t or the different ial velocit y &t two adjuen t Doeim pact is al ways less than
ten percen t ofthe horizont a.l component (M c Kenna. and Croc ker 199 0 ). The re fore,
th e followin g analys is is ca rried out only in a.horizontal r d irection , l.e. th e wave
propa&ation directi on.
Let I... be the m een d istan ce be tween tw o surface wate r particles , II t he hori-
zon tal displacement of particle I, 12 the horizontal d isplacem ent of particle 2 , 13 the
in st antaneous dist a nce between the two par ticl es, as illustrated in Fi gure 3.1. Airy




- (I sill (k1", - wi )
where
<L- wave ampli t ude,
k - wave numbe r , k::::2 1r/ >',
>. - wave length ,
w - wave angular frequency, w = 2~/T.
T - wave period .
One can ex p ress th e instanta neous dista nce between the two 11Mtid es iL~;
The re la tive distance chang e, I~, or the two water particle s in x di rect ion b;
a sin(kl", - 10.1/) - a sin(- wi)
(:1.:1)
It is t his relative distance change Ie tha t weare interested in. The assumption has
been made tha.t ice floes move like wate r partic les positioned at the floc centres. I f
we change I..,of t he equatio ns into I which represents t he mean distanc e betwee n
two ice floe centres, the instan t aneous spacing distance between the floc centrflS
will also be governed by equatio n ( 3.3 ), and t he relat ive distance change between
them will follow equation ( 3.4 ). When l~ becom es large enough, which means tha t
t he two floes move close enough to each other, they will possibly collide with each
other.
In order to obtain the maximum relative distance change of two adjacen t noes
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during a wave cycle, wh ich will decide whether or not a collision occurs, it is nee-
csaary to different iate the relati ve distance change 1. with time t:
~ = - aw cos(kl-wt )taw cos(wt)
Let !y: 0:: 0 and the following results are derived:
u
sin "20:: 0
sin(wt- ¥) o:: O
The first result leads ro I 0:: 0, which is meaningless. The second one leads to
klf o:: -
2w







Substitution of equation ( 3.8 ) and ( 3.9 ) into eq uation ( 3.4 ) gives the maximum
relative distanc e change f"", between t he two floes as:
(3.10)
here kf is sma ll since only small floes are conside red and k is very small for ocean
swell. Two neig hboring floes may change their spacing distance as large as I"", from
their mean spaci ng dista nce at a moment during o ne wave cycle.
For twoneighboring ice floes, we can define the ed gedistance as L. and the centre
distance as 1 ( Figure 3.2 ), and together they will be called floe spa cing dista nces.
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When the edge dist a nce L is smaller than the maximum relat ive dist..mrc change
len'l' the two noes will collide with each other . The c ritical condition for collision
occurren ce can the n be defined as:
(:l. II1
(:1.1'1
where ok is wave s lope .
From t he floc co llision criterion o f equat ion (3.12 ), it is clea r that floecollision
poss ibility increases as wave amplit ude increases and wave lcngt b decreases , iI.~ tl) lI~
as response amplitude operators stay near un ity. Floe collision also depl'lIdlS 0 11 lilt'
ratio of floe edge d i- tence Land floe cent re distance I; the smaller thc I. / f, the
higher th e likelihood of floe collision occur rence. Small edge di stance L menus t hat
two adja cent floes a re very close to each other . l arge J means that the two Hoessit
apart a great dist a nce and have a considerable phase d ifference , so tha t they have
la rge relative dista n ce change .
It must be kep t in mind lhat although equatio n ( ;).12 ) provides a criterion
to judge collision o ccurren ce of two adjacent noes, it should not be used directly
to describe the colli sion be havior of any individ ual floe durin g a period of time ill
a real ice floc field. Because the spaci ng dista nces between a ny two adjacent floes
are not only the fun ct ion of time, some other factors a lso influence these dista nces.
Th ey can be def ine d as stoc hast ic processes which will be discussed in Chapter 4.
:1:1
Therefore, if t he spacing distances of two adjacent floessatisfy the collision criterion
of equa tion ( 3.12 ) at a. specific moment , it should not be concluded that they will
keep colliding {or a long time pe riod at t he frequ ency of th e waves. The following
simple faeLdemo nstrates oneof t he reasons. After colliding, the tw o floeswill touch
each ot her and remain in contact {ora short period of time. This means t hat they
moveas one single large r floewi th a new centre different from eit he r of the original
two cent res. This chang es the movements of bot h the two floes.
In a real ice floc field, the cen tres of m ost adjacent floes arc not in the li ne of the
wavepropagation direct ion. Instead most of them deviate somewhat {rom the wave
propagation dir ection. W hen tw o floes meet the criterion at a moment in a wave
field, th ey will collide w ith eac h other. Because of the cent re li ne devia tion, the
collision willca use the floes not only to impact and be damaged, bu t also t o rotat e
and drift obliquely. This mechanism cha nges the two floe s ' movements under wave
action after collis ion. Then they mayo r may not collideduring the next wave cycle.
It is proposed t hat ice floe spac1ng distances are treated as stochas t ic processes and
floccollisions in a real ice floe field arc studied from the view of stochastic process








Figure 3 .1: Water part icle displeccmcnt all wave - 51ltrMe
Wave
Figu re 3.2: Edge an d centre distances of ir.e AoeM
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Chapter 4
Ice Floe Spacing Distribution
4.1 D efinition of Ic e F loe Spacing D istances
Iii chap Ler 3, th e icc floe collision criterion under wave act ion was der ived as equa-
l ion ( 3.12 ). The ra1io orfloe edge dista nce L and centre d ista nce I • as well as
wave cond itions . dete rmine whet her or not two adjacent floes will collide with each
othe r in a wave field. Now the problem is how to use this cri terio n to describe
the collisio n phenome na in a real ice Roe field . i.e., how to obtain ice Roe collision
frequency (rom this criteri on. To do this, floe edge distance L and centr e d ist ance
I mllst be carefully defined and studied.
In a reA! icc floe field under wave acti on, lloC3 move and change position s all
the time. Their relative positions and spacing distaf' -:es also change all rl.e time.
T hese distances arc time dependent processes. A, described in chapt er 3, dev iation
or floc centre lines from the wave propagation direct ion makes the floe collision not
a one-dimensional impact . bu t rather. one which is accompa.nied by floe rola tion
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and oblique dr ift. Furthe rmore, afte r entering into and prop llgl\ting ill 1111 ice fl",'
field, mult iple reflections and scatl ering by ice floes cause ocean swells tu Ill~ l. 'ss
one dimensio nal and become more like a thre e-d imensional wave field,
In an ice floc field, every floc is surro unded by othe r floes in ditlerent dirt'c1.itllls
so that the ice floe spacing dist ances arc multi-dimens ional stoc h1l.!tLic prore'ssr's.
For t he stu dy of floc collisions unde r wave actio n, it is eoeaonnblo t tl la k,· t ill'
wave propagat ion direction as t he dieectlon in which icc floc spacing ,list illlCCS nn-
defined . Even in the wave propagat ion direction, floc spacing t1i s l ;u I Cl~ arc nClt
only funct ions of time, but also one-dimensional stochastic processes. Then l ilt'
floe spaci ng dis ta nces in t he wave propaga tion d irection can be defined a.~ rnndnm
variables t(l) and I(/):
L(I ), I E X
III),IE X
(U I
here, X is a tim e paramete r set, These stochas t ic processes nrc cont inuous para111-
eter pr ocesses since X is the tim e inte rval having positiv e lengt h.
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4.2 As sumptions and Trea tments for Ice Sp ac-
ing Di stribution
In chapter 3, icc floe ed.!lc distance L and cent re dist ance 1 were used to describe
the ice floc spacing condit ions, and a floe collision crite rion was obtai ned . Floe edge
dist ance and centre distance were chosen with t he assu mption th at t he Roes oscillate
like water part icles in a wave field. The distance between floecent res represents the
phase difference of two adjacent floes. This phase difference produces t he relat ive
d ist ance change of two floes, which may cause floe collisions. When a pair of
adjacent floes have a maximum relati ve dista nce change. at a. moment during a
wave cycle, whet her or not t hey collide with each ot her also depends on the edge
dlsranee between them. The edge dist ance represents the distan ce between the two
floc edges in the wave propagation directlcn . If the maximum relative distance
cha nge is larger t han the edge dista nce, a collision will occur. Otherwise, it will
not . Here L and I are chosen to descr ibe ice floes' relative movements which have
been demons t rated as the determinants of floe collision occurrence along with wave
conditions.
On the other hand , for an ideal ice floe field of uniform floe shape and size, floe
size D and concentrati on C may be adequat e to define the Roe condit ions Cor our
purpose of floe collision st udies. However, t his is fa r from the real pict ure of an
ice floe field in the Marginal Ice Zone where ice floes are very ir regular in shape
and different in size from each other. It is sometimes said tha t t he ftoe size in th e
Marginal Ice Zone is in a range of several metr es to tens of met res. Moreover th ere
also exists a large number of smaller ice masses that are usually not coun ted as ice
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floes. Most of this ice mass, which may be called brash, is broken away from ire
floes as they are eroded, especia lly throu gh the process of lIoc collisions . Th is Ilril., l1
may contain ice pieces smalle r tha n several centimetres across or lump s of lens of
centimetres across ( Rottie r, 1990 ). Furth ermore. icc floc spaci ng distribul.iuns
are random at any instant in a real ice 1I0e field. Therefore, we cau net ust.' ;l1l y
dimens ion parameter D of a regular shape or 1I0e concentration C lo dt.'scrihe til<'
critic al conditions for 1I0e collisions. For exam ple, even if two pairs of 1I00~s IHwI~
the same D and the same centr e dist ance I, one may collide hut tile other may not ,
if they are set as illustrated in Figure -1.1. The key parameters to describe icc lIot·
condi tions ate then chosen as 1 and L but not floc slzo D and concentrat ion C,
as long as D is not large enough to violate the assumpt ion of water partid.·· like·
movement .
in the last sect ion, icc 1I0e edge d ist ance I. and centre dista nce I were dd illctl
in stochast ic te rms. If L(t ) and I(!) can be obta ined from some da ta for "" lee 1I()('
field during a time period, we may ana lyse floe collisions in the lee floc field during
th e t ime period by the floe collision criterion with the aid of atochaatic process
theo ry. However , up to now the re arc not any field datil available to he used for the
pu rpose of obt aining L(! ) and 1(1). T he limited data available 011 icc floc spa(i llg
distr ibut ion patt erns are derived from aerial photographs and video tapes. They
show only the floe spacing dist ributio ns of ice floc fields at some specific moments,
but not the distr ibutions of tim e variable. In ethe r words, t hey give tile pictur es IIf
ice floe spacing distribu tions in an area at the moments when th e photogra phs or
video tape s were ta ken. We do not know what kinds of floc dist ribution paHem s
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exist before or after these moment s. Since floe edge dista nce and centre dista nce
arc the two key parameters in the floc collision study, an assumpt ion must be made
to get the two paramete rs from the limited available data. The assumption is that
both the two stochastic processes are wide stationa ry stochast ic processes, which
means their mean functions do not change with time:




Icc floes always move in a wave field and their relative positions, which decide
the floc edge distance and centre distance , arc always changing as well. The aerial
photographs can only show the floe distributi on pat terns of specific moments when
the photographs were taken. For our case, t he aerial photographs are from the
field experiment LIMEX'89. A favourable factor for the above assumption is the
high floe concentration and the relatively small ice floes ( about 10 metre s of mean
diameter ] in the ice Roe field encounter ed during that experiment. Ther e are tens
of floes Oil one photograph and more t han ten floes with in one wave length. Among
them, at t he moment of photographing, each edge distance or cent re distance pos-
sessed a value between the maximum and the minimum that a pair of floes might
achieve under wave act ion. These distances are randomly distr ibuted in space at
any moment . Each distance changes with t ime, but by looking at the whole ice
floc field, t hese distance distributions may be considered not to change with time.
In other words, t he edge distance distri but ion and centre distance dist ribut ion ob-
tained from the aerial photographs may be regarded as mean dist ributions which
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do not change with time, because of the large number of noes on cue photograph
and with in one wave length. These arguments make the assumption of a wi.l,'
stationary stochastic process reasona ble for th e present study.
The assum ption of wide stationary stochastic processes must be resrrtctcdtoan
ind ividual space subset and an individual time period . Obviously, icc floc spar ing
dist ributio ns change with different icc 110e fields. 8VClL within an icc flue Iield, tilt'
area may still be d ivided into several zones, with each having its own flee .~flaril1.L:
dist ributio n. For example, the ice floc condition M the edge of ti re field is diflcrcnt
from that a t the centre area of the field. Differences may also exist bet ween the
area where waves enter t he icc field and the area where the waves exit li lc irt~ ridt\.
Whe n we say t hat a floe spacing distribution docs not change with fime, we Ill t'HII
tha t it does not change with time d uring a ll individual time period. Th is tinu-
per iod should be long enough in comparison with the wave per-iod, h ilt .~ Imr t in
comp arison to the time required for a significant change of wave rondlt lons .1.lld/"r
icc floe conditions,
Under t he above assumpt ion of a wide stationary stochast ic processes, icc floe
edge dista nce distrib utions and centre distance distributions obtai ned from aerial
photog raphs are the mean distr ibutions of t he processes. Ti rey call represent the ice
floe spacing characte ristics for th at surround ing area, for a time period before wave
and icc flee condit ions change significantly from the moment of photog raphing .
What has been mentioned before but not yet described clearly is tha.t the flol:
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edge distances and centre disranees considered are the dist ances in the direction
of wave [lropagalion. This is because waves are the only factor considered which
cause noes to oscillate and collide with each othe r. Thus, it is a one-dimensional
problem. One fact about real ice floe fields is t hat few adja cent floe cent res align
in the direct ion of wave propagation. The n 1should not be taken as the d istan ce
in the cross centre line, but as the cosine project ion of the cross centre dist ance in
the wave propagation direction. And L should be taken as th e shortest dist ance in
t hc wave propagat ion direct ion bet ween floc edges . See the sketch in Figu re 3.2.
From the view of inelastic floe collisions, it is reasonable to assume th at a floe may
at most hit t wo othe r floes ( forward and backward of wave direction ) during one
wave cycle. Only one smallest 1 and one relevant L for one floe willbe measured in
t he forward wave propagation direction , corresponding to the above assump tion .
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Ftgure -t.I: Sketch ofk ey parameters of floc - .SJlill'l UIl; cond it ililiS
4.3 LIMEX'89, the Labrador Ice Margin Exper-
im ent 1989
The Labrador Ice Margin Experiment 1989 ( L1MEX'89 ) took place, as a two
phase expe riment, off the c.u l coast of Newfoundland from March 4 to April 4, 1989
( Figure 4.2 ). T he prima ry objec tive of LIMEX'89 was to est ablish a link between
the stat us and evolution of ice and ocean propert ies in the economically import ant
Labrador Marginal Icc Zone, with concurrent remotely sensed data , particularly
Synthetic Apertur e Radar imagery. Two ships, both supported by helicopters,
served as research bases in the ice and at the icc margin for the surface programs.
The da ta dealt with here were from experiment 6 of L1MEX'89 phase two
conducted. from the MV Terra Nortlica.whose traject ory is shown in Figure 4.3.
Programs for pha.sc two included the extended studies of wave motion in ice, ice
dispersion, quan tita t ive wave observation, and ice physical and mechanical prop-
crtics. Exper iment 6 took place 200 kilometers northeASt of the eastern cout of
Newfoundland, in a wat er depth of a.pproximate ly 300 met res on April 2 and 3,
1989. At that time, the ouler extent of the pack ice was approximate ly 120kilome-
ters offshore of the t.cst location, placing the experiment well within the pack ice
as shown in Figure 4.4.
T he icc encountered during the phase two of MV Ttrra Nordica was gene rally
thin ( median thickness 0.70 m), but heavily rafted. It was on average only about
I· to 2"C below the freezing point , and had a fairly high salt content ( mean salin-
ity :::::4.6 ppt ). The floes were composed almost entirely of polycrystalline ice,
origina ti ng [rom brash a.nd/o r Iraail and l or sat ura ted snow. Only 0\ [e..... i,, )jl\h"ll
la)·e-..s of columnar ice were found ( Croc ker. 1990 I. T hr ee ice motion IIMb!t.,..
( numb ered 3. 5. a.nd 6 [were fixed onlo th ree icc noes and measu red arr rll"ra l iulls.
t ilt and rotational mot ions. From the obtained accel erat ion data. l'alllah le infor-
mation about ice floe collisions can be derived. T his will be discussed in c11aptt 'r Ii
in detail . Here , attentio n is paid to the aer ial photog rap hs taken from a hdicflpll'r
over the measured icc Roe field dur ing expe riment 6 on April 2, 1989. The dcli lils u(
the photograph y work are in Append ix A. T he aer ial pho tographs of inlerl 'sl (rum
experiment 6 arc those of slide number 50100, 5·10·1, 5·112, 5·116. and !'l·120( Willtlsur.
1990 ). Th ese phot ograph s were taken from th e helicopte r down w rt ka lly outu lh. ~
ice field. See Ta ble 4.1 for the de tails of th ese 5 pho togra phs. I: igllre -1.5 shows 11111"
of the photogr aph s. slide 5400. T he icc flee spaci ng distri butions will lie ohtain' 'll
from these aeri al photog raphs by measur ing spacing dist ances be tween flOl' [ l"l!lrt 'S
and betw een floe edges and by probabili ty plot tests.
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Figure -1..1 : Location orexp eriment 6 of LIMEX'89 phase two conduc ted from the
~ t V Term Nordica (after Maclaren Plansearc h Limited, 1990)
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Figure 4.5: Slide 5400 of the aerial photographs from LIMEX'89
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Taken t ime Angle of
Slide Apr 2, 89 Latitude Longitude Alti tude film long axis
number GMT m to true Nort h
5·100 20:09 ·19·47' N 50·47'W 150 341·
5·10·1 20:13 49·-46' N 50· 50' W 240 3U·
5·112 21:01 .190 .16.23 ' N 50°53.53' W 170 355·
5·116 21:01 ·19· ·16.23 ' N 50° 53.53' W 170 3550
.'i·I::!O 21:02 -49047.51 ' N 500 53.25 ' W 140 355·
Table .1.1: Details orthe aerial photogra phs from LIMEX '89
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4 .4 Ice Fl oe Da t a from the Phot ographs
Before st ar ti ng to mea sure icc floc spaci ng dist ances, it j udgement mu st hi' 111<1dl'
on what is to he considered as 11 floc. Th is ju dgement is necessar y because l1I;lIIy
sma ller ice pieces. whose sizes may range from lens of cCllli!llCll'Ts to scveralnwtn-s,
exist among the larger floes ( Figure ,1.5 ). The criterio n for this j ll ll gl '11I1'111 11\lls1
be arb itrarily chosen . For th e prob lem of floc collisions, however , it is lx-uer III
obtain the cri teri on from a conside ration of kinetic cucrgy- Fer cxpcr lun-nt B, I,lli'
mean floc diameter Dm = 10 TTl, mean thickne ss 11 =0.$ Ill . density ,J = 0.88, rln-n
the average floc mass AI is about 55, 000 kg. From the ire Itlolin ll pal"kagc rlaf.n,
it is known that during the flight pe riod for the pictured an'a . the waw '1.l1Il'lilll<l,·
a = 0.13 m , and the wave period of th e main spect ral peak T = 10 s. 'j' IIl' lllalt illllllll
water particle velocity by Airy Wave The ory is :
l' =aw =0.082 mIs,
and th e kine tic energy of a floc with th e mean diamete r of 10 m is:
Em= 0.5Mv 1 = l83Nm . (Hi)
For a sma ll floc of D = 3 Ill, AI = ,1976 kg, its kinetic energy is 8:= 16.7 Nm. T Ilf'
rat io 16.7/1 83 = 0.09 shows t ha t a Hoc of ;) III diameter hiL~ less Lhau tell percent
of the kinetic ene rgy of a floe with th e mean diameter . We will t her efore cOllsidl'r
icc pieces of diameter less than 3 III arc conside red as bra."! icc hut Hot icc Jlm~,~.
T his criterion is sti ll somew hat a rti ficial. We shou ld furt hermore take into
account floe collisio n velocity wh ich is import ant for predict ing icc loading form ;
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on offshore structures . According to McKen na and C rocker ( 1990 ), the possible
ma ximum collision velocity for" pai r of noes of t he sa.me size is direct ly prop ort ional
to t he floc dia mete r D. The cner!y lost d uring a floe collision is directly pro porti onal
to the m ASS of the floe and t he sq ua re of the collision velocity, which means that
t he energy lost is directl y proportional to D~ . Com pared with the floes with mea n
diameter , t he rati o of lost energy is smaller th an the ratio of floe kinetic energy
shown abo ve. Thi s means the icc pieces smaller t han 3 m in dia me te r cau se very
sma ll icc damegc and wave energy losses when they collide wit h ot hers . T hese small
ice pieces almost do not collide with each other, becau se when t hey are close to
eac h othe r, their centre distanc es are so small t hat they have neglig ible hor izontal
di splacement differences and velocity differences.
Although icc pieces of diamet e r less than 3 m are not considered as floes. they
ca n t ransfe r or pass collisions bet ween two biuer Iices. In th is case , take
(<.7)
a nd I as illust rated in FiKure 4.6. T hese small ice pieees red uce the edge dist ance
be tween neighbouri ng Roes and ca use more collision events. In t he case of Figure
·1.6. the two noes have II. relatively large cent re distance which mak es large displace-
mont difference betwee n the noes . This large cent re distance. together with the
reduced edge distance by the small icc piece, ma kes equa tion ( 3.12 ) more easily
sat isfied.
In orde r to obtain flee centre di sta nces , all the floe geome tric centres must be
lirst located on the photographs. T hi s work could have been done by a digitizer.
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Ho.....ever. afte r locat ing the &oometric centres. Iunhcr work still hAll to ln- ,I" .u'
man ually for meMurin g edge dist ances and centre clistann'!i . Since an i r l' 11 ,1< ' is
usu al ly surrounded by several other floes and some small ice pieces in nu ulul1I,lir...··
tiona , t o neighbouring floes have to be defined iU those which "'iIllllost 1 I< lc'Isil.l~·
collide ith t he floe or interest. T he principles for dd ining tlJ(' two IWi,!;h11<1I1rin,:;
floes for the floe of inter est are that t he two neighbouring floes have lht'larR.~t '·'·li ·
t re d istances and the smallest edge d ista nces wit h t he floe or interest in the \\ ' ;1\'"
propagatio n d irectio n. In thi s procedure , sma ll ice pieces il11l0 l1g the floes shuuld Ill'
ta ken into account . Thei r diameters should be dedu cted from 1111' ,·(Ige(listan ft'S ;l.~
illust rated in Figure 4.6. The photograp hic slides were projec ted until grid ttltf'i ll ~
pape r and the work WM carr ied out on these projected pictures . The c·;,lihrat;nn is
sho wn in Appendix n and t he results arc shown in Table -1.1. In the t Allie , II is tl",
length of a projec t ; Lcng th projected , F. and F2 refer to the sizt'Sor 1I11~ prnj...-u-el
pict ures; and S is the real length per unit length of the projec ted pictures.
Th e number of floes of diamete r la rger t han 3 m were mark ed un the proje~tc',1
pict u re of each slide. For a big floe, as illust rated in Figure 1.7, t he st ripc heights
were H; =en•• (i =1,2. 3, .. . , N ). whcrc n, was the grid num ber inr hc y Ilir''I:;tiull
at x = i, c was the grid dimension of 1 mm, And N WM the maximum grid number
of the floc in.J: direct ion. Nand n, were counted for each floc, t hen rhe x wlltdillal, '
or a floe's geomet ric centre was obta ined by
L~! c~II.( i - 0.5)
L:~ l e ll.




After th is. the process wu repeated by rota tins 90 degrees from i direction to
obta in Ji • The cross point of z and Ii wu the geometric cent re of t he floe. For
small floes, thei r geomet ric cent res were locat ed by eye. Since they were small , th e
erro rs were thou~ht not significant .
After the geome tric cent res were located. t he ice floe edge distance L and centre
distance I in tile WAve propagation dircctio n were measured manua lly. These dis-
ranees we re measured in millimeters and mul tiplie d b.v the scales S of Table 4.2 to
obtain t he real di~tall Ccs . Thl'SCsample cbservattons of t he floe spacing dista nces
were analysed later. T wo groups of sample observations .....ere then obta ined for
lodge dista nce and centre distan ce respect ively. In order to test if the floe spacing
dist ribut ions changed in different direction s, th e same measu ring procedu re was re-
pealed ill two directions: long axis direet ion of the frames and the Tp directio n ill
which the wavcs had peak energy at wave spectra. The long axis direct ion was also
the helicopte r night direction. Th ese 1'.0..0 direcricns were 77 degrees ( slides 5-100,
MO.l ) an d 63 degrees ( slides 50112 , 5416, 5420 ) apart . T he probability distribu tion
plot test in t he next sectio n is then composed of two subsets in the two directions.
It should be rnentionrd that in the floe spacing dista nce measurements, erbi -
traelncss was somet imes not able to be avoided, T his came mainly from the fact
that a decision had to be made, among several neighbouring floes, for choosing t he
adjacent Iloc for the Roe we were working on. Because it was assumed before t hat
one floc could at most hit t wo adjacent floes in the forward and backward wave
propagat ion direct ion. only one Roe could be chosen as an adjacent Roe in one di-
section. This decision was sometimes arbit rary according to individual jllllgt'll11 'IlI.
Anoth er problem in the measuring work was th e resolution of the pllotngraphit'
slides. T he resolution of the projected pictur es was about 0.5 nun . which f\'!;lrit·ll·tl
the precision of measuring work for wr y closely neighbuuring 1101's. Th is resolution
gave about toto 15 em of real distance. Il will be discusscd l..u cr that tilt' rcsll1t ill~
icc floc collision probability changes quite sensit ively with Bee l'tlgc , li sla lln~ distri ·
burien when the d istance is small. Floe edge dista nces are ~ 1Il i\1I rot a.closely IliU:k"tl
icc floc field. T he mean or floe edge dista nce or the Pfl·SI'UI. stu dy is O.ll!i and () .~)a
metre s for t he t wo directi ons respectively. The resolu t ion or 10 til Ir, fill t hcn-Iorr-
has a significant influence on the floe collision probability. A ,lclilibl , I i s '· lls.~ it>n is
in chapt er 7.
.5.5
W,W E
L\'-.~ =-tj-. .t=1B .
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; i . '
i I •
--.-Jl,!---; J' l _
I,
F:gllre ·U' ; Definition of floe edge and centre distances
Figure 4.7: Determinatio n of floe geomet ric cent re
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A Length projected
Slide Altitude 0'" A/O.05 F, F, Rauo R •...· "'/l/N
number m. mm. mm. Fd 23, /'; / :15
5·\00 1.')0 3000 23~ 3.')6 10.17 :!!I!i
5~O4 2·\0 4800 23.') :J58 10.22 ·\70
5412 170 3·100 237 361 1O.2!1 :I;m
5416 l 70 3400 234 3.'j(i 10.17 :1:1·1
;;.120
"0 2800 234 3,')u 10.li 2jrj
Table -1.2: Calibration or t he ae ria l pho lugrilplis
[,7
4 .5 Proba b ili t y Plot Te st
T wo r;roups of sam ple cbsc rvericns of icc floe edge dis tance L and cent re dista nce I
were obtained from the aerial photograp hs of LlMEX '89. As demonstrated before.
1. ami I Arc two random vari ables. Such data of random ice floe spacins dist ances
did 1I0 t exist before, and their physical propert ies and probabilistic characteris.
t ics arc not readily amenable to th eoretica l deductio n or formulat ion. Therefore.
probabilisti c models have to be determined empirically based on the available ob-
servat ions. Il is to be determined whethe r or not the observational data ca n be
appropria tely modelled by a specific probabilit y dist ribution.
A probability plot techn ique was used to carry out this research . One of t he
methods used to find a suitable probability distribut ion for given sa mple observa-
tions is the proba bility graph paper. Probability paper is constru cted such t hat
a. linear gra.ph between th e cumulat ive probabilit ies of the underlying dist ribut ion
and the correspondin g vlllucs of the variate is obtained if the variate follows the un-
dcr lj..ing d istr ibution. Cumul&tive dist ribut ion funct ions plott ed on the probab ility
graph paper are commonly failed frequency curves. The linearity, or lack of lin-
ear ity, of .'1 set of sample data plotted on a part icular probability pape r. t herefore,
can be used as a basis for determining whether t he distributi on of th e underlyin g
population of the samp le is the same as t hat of the probability paper. A statist ical
test for t he goodness-or-fit of all assumed probab ility distribution to the observed
data must be app lied to see if the fit is good enough. This test , called proba.bility
plot coefficient tes t, provides an objecti ve way of test ing the linearity of the plott ed
points on probAbility gr&ph paper. Both the goodness-or-lit test a.nd t he proba bility
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plot test can be eas ily car ried out usin,; a sprcads heet (L)·e, 19'JO [. T he software
or Quatt ro.P ro ( Borland Internat ional, 1990 ) WAS used ill t he prcSt'nl litlilly ttl ,I..
the probabi lity plot test an d t h...gccd ncss-cf-flt tl"St .
Four kinds or probabilit y dist ributio ns were test ed lo lit-'C which tlllt' lined IIIl'
sam ple dat a best . Normal, Gamma and Lognormal dililri buliolis wert' tl'!it,:,,1 II)'
t he similar Normal Probab ility Paper, since Gam lila Alld Log norlllaillisi rilllll i,ms
might be obtained if the data could be t ransformed to til Normal Probahility Pa·
pe r. For simplicity, t he thr eshold was not used lo tesl the fnll form or Logullrmal
dis lribut ion, al though il might achieve II. bett er fit . The dat.a \OINt' lrand llrm''il til
another for m to fit t he Weibull Probability r ape r. I>clails or the lrallsrllrmatilllls
are shown in Appe ndix C.
The most impo rtant step in the procedure nr d rawing t he rrcqlWnr y rll r ~'1' ur
a random var iable is lhat each observation must be plotted at the apprnluiat"
location, called plott inl!\ positions, on probability t;raph I)al>cr. For il rclativdy
sma ll sample or ava ila;' le observations, many plott int; positions have been prupusc:'l l.
For const ru ction or Normal probability plcta, BlO III 'S plotti nl!\ position ill .., JIIlIy
recommended by statisticians. In the prcsenl llt udy mom's plott ill'; !Jositillli
-, - 0.37:>
n+o:25
was used for drawing frequency curves, where 't is t ile rank, smallest va lue is rl\ ll k(~, 1
I, largest value is ranked {l i n is th e number of va lues .
Arter plott ing da ta on probability graph pape r , we must test how t he iL"" 1110<:<!
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distri bution tits the data . A powerful and simple test ca lled probability plot corre-
lat ion coefficienttest was used toju dge the goodness-of-fit . The resulting coefficient
Il provides an indicat ion whether to accept the tested dis tributi on under a certain
si~~ifjLll, ICC level. Th e results of probability plot tests are shown in Table ·1.3 to
Table 4.6 and Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.11. The figures show only the Lognormal
dlcrributlon probability plots. The values oCthe Mean., and S.D. in the figures are
those of In{L) and In( i). In the Tables, 'I and { arc the scale and shape parameters
of a WeihulJdistr ibution respectively; J.I. and (j are, respec t ively, t he mean and stan-
dard deviation of x for a Normal distribution, the mean and standard deviat ion of
.1'1/ 3 for a Gamma dist ribution, and the mean and standard deviation of In(z ) Cor
a Lognormal distri buti on.
The critical point of the correlat ion coefficient R based on Blom's plotting po-
sit ion is 0.987 for sam ple size 100, and 0.959 for samp le size 25 under 5 percent
significance level. By checking Rs in Table 4.3 to Table 4.6, it is clear that a Log-
normal distribu tion fits the dat a best. The values oCR Cor a Lognormal distribution
of the whole dat a ave 0.9749, 0.9936, 0.9919, and 0.9946, which means that the fit
is very good. The results obtai ned from the data of individual photograph also
show that a Lognorma l distribu tion fits the data best . T he except ion is pholo 5416
whose correlation coefficients are smaller than those of other photographs for all
the tested probability distribu tions in both directions.
From the above probability plot lest and correlation coefficient test , it is clear
that both the floc cen tre distance and the edge distance can be considered to be
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Lognormally distri buted at a 5 percent significance le vel. The IJrolmhili ty dl'llsitr
function ( PDF) of a Lognormal d istribut ion is:
(·1.111
O<x< oo
where It and (1 are , respecti vely, t he mean and sta nd ard deviat ion of In(r ). T Ill'
mean 11rand stand a rd dev iation t7r of the va riatc z a rc:
Il r '" eXPl,1+ O.5a1j
11: == 11: [exp(a1 j- 1] ('1.1:1)
It should be noted from the above equat ions tha t In!llr ). t he logarithm of ti lt'
mean of x is not equal to th e mean of In(.1" ). In the above expressions, ..r rI'P f(~~Clltl'i .
ther Iloeedge distance L or centre di stance I. PI(L ) and Pl(l ) refer to t he L ognormal
probabili ty density functions of floe edge dis tan ce and centre distance respecti vely.
Under th e assumptions demonstra ted before, PI(1.) and 1'1(1) a re regarded i\.~ mean
one-dimensional di s t ributio ns which do not change with time within an ilillivi' lual
space subset and a n individual time period. The values of t he paramete rs of t hesl'
Lognormal distrib utio nsand the probahllity plot corre lation coefficients RolJta illl:,1
from the probability plot tes t arc shown in Table '1.7. The graphs of 1.0gll0tl llill
probability density function s ( PDF ) of flee edge and centre d istance d istrilllltiolls
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Figure 4.11: Lognormal distribution plol orcentre dista llf<: i l l 'I'p direction
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Figure .1.1 :~; Logucnual PDF of edge distan ce i ll Tc direc t ion
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5.1 Joint Probability Distribution of Floe Spa-
cing Dist ances
Ice floc edge distance Land centre distance I have been shown to l!l~ lll'SITilll'd
by a Lognormal distribu tion quill' well as Pl(l. ) and Vl (l ) . The two rnndcm vnr!
abies L and I certain ly depend on each other. Generally speaki ng, tl!l'Y .~ hn il l f l I...
somewha t direct ly proporti onal to each other when the nol's are loosdy park! ·,I.
However, when there is a large number of noes and they arc closely packed . til is
conclusion becomes doubt ful. Between neighboring flees, large centr e .Jisl;\IIo~ d Ol' S
not nece ssarily mean large or small edge distance, and vice versa, since most or the
floe centre crossing lines arc not in t he wave propagation direction, and floc conccn-
tratlon and size also influence the distances ( reca ll that the measurement s of flo.:
spacing uis tences were made in the directio n of wave propagat ion ). FurtlzerlJlo rc,
if the floc shapes are very irregular, Land 1would be less dependent 011 each ot her.
For the ice field of the present study, where the ice floes were closely packed and
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their shapes were irregular or , say, randomly dist rib uted, it could be assumed that
I and L arc independent random variables. Then one obta ins the jo int probabilit y
density function of floc edge distance and centre dista nce as :
Il( /,J. ) pd J,)p,(f)
- '-ex [_{ In(L) '-III? _ (In(l l- 112? j
27rClIU,Ll p 2ul 2u?
0 < L < 00, 0 < 1< 00
(5. ' )
where III a nd 111 arc the mean and the standard de viation of In(L ) respectively : /1,
alltl" , arc the mean and the standard deviatio n of In( l ) respect ively: whose rela tions
with the means and sta ndard deviat ions of Land f are as equation ( ·1.11 ) and
( 4.12).
Figure 5.1 shows the joint probability density function p(l , L) of Iloc edge and
centre d istances . The graph is from equatio n ( 5.1 ), a nd the means and the
sta ndard deviat ions of t he equatio n are from t he values in the long axis directi on of
Table-1.7. From th e figure it is clear t hat the joint probability density function is
concent rate d at a small area. The peak is at the position where edge distances L is
ncar zero and cent re dist ance I is about 10, Thi s join t probability de nsity functio n,
together with th e floe collision crit erion, will give t he ice floe collision probab ility.
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"Figure 5. 1: .Joint probabili ty densityfunction ort he Lognurlllal ,Ii s l ribll tiull ~orJlOI'
edge and centre dlst enccs
5.2 Collision Probability
So Iar, the flee collision cri te rion has been obt ained as equat ion ( 3.12 ), where ak
represents wave cond itions and l,/l represents floe spacing conditions. f loe collision
occurrence depends on whether the crite rion L/t $ ak: is sa lisfi'lei. L and I have
hccn defined as rand om variables and assumed independent from each ot her, and
their joint prob ability distr ibution has also been obtained as equa tion ( 5.1 ). Now
the problem has been turned into how to find th e probab ility of Ll i less than ak.
T his probability is the desired collision probab ility, From probab ility t heory, the
collision proba bility for two adjacent floes can be described as:
CI,k) Plf< 'k)
10""l~ p( L, I )dL dl +t ooL: p(L,f)dLdl
0 < 1.. < 00, 0 < 1< 00
15.2)
From the sketc h of t his inte grat ion in Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the integra tion
has non-zero value only at t he area. bet ween L = aN and L = 0, consider ing I > 0
and L > O.
Subst itution of equation ( 5.1 ) into ( 5.2 ) gives:
CI , k) 1 [00 [ ,••
211"0'\U2 10 dl10
-'- l-' IloIL) - pd' _ (lol l) - P,) ' JdL
Ll exp 2ul 2ql
0 < L < 00,0 < 1< 00
(5.3)
where JI, and u, are the mean and t he standard deviation of In(L) respectively, Jl2
1.
and ~1 are the mean a nd t he stal1ll.ul l lll'\·iatioll uf In(1) r, 'slwdivdy. ("(Ilk) is tln-
collision probability of two adjacent. HOI'S duri ng 011" 1\",\ \ ', ' cych-.
lmogrute equat ion (5.2 )
with in th is area
,', '
o
Figure 5.2: Sketch of pro bability inn gration
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5.3 N umer ica l Integrat ion and Poten t ial Exten-
sion of the Collision Probabili ty
Th e collision proba bility . G(ak ), of two adjacent ice floes dur ing one wave cycle
can be ohtained by numer ical int egrat ion of equat ion ( 5.3 ). The means and the
standard devia tions were from Table 4.7. From the ice motio n package data of
experiment 6 of LIMEX' 89 phase two condu cted from the :-'lV Terra Nordica. the
significa nt wave height was 0.26 metres , and the wave period of the main spectral
peak was 10.0 second s at 22:30 GMT for package 6. The choice of package 6
was due to the fact that the area, where the photographs were t aken, was near
package 6. Then the resul ts from numerical integration of equation ( 5.3 ) were
G(ak) = 0.02126 in the long axis direction , and G(ak ) =0.03009 in Tp direction.
,\ Fortra n program for the numeri cal integra tion is shown in Appendix D. These
values should not be rashly used to get the number of collisions for any special
individual floe. However, valuable results can be derived hom these probabili ties.
Further discussion is presented in chapter I ,
If the number of ice floes in an area is known as N, the possible collision number
du ring one wave cycle in tha t area can be expressed as NG(ak) . From NG (ak) ,
wave energy lost due to floe collisions can be obtained ( for this purpose, collision
velocity distribu tion and duration dist ribut ion are required). Of course, to do
th is one should not use the same G(ak) throughout, because the waves will be
attenuated as they pass th rough the area covered by ice floes. The ice floe spacing
characterist ics may also change in different areas. The area should be further
divided into a number of subareas , and attenuated wave pa rameters and local floe
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spacing distr ibutions should be used in each subarea.
Now we consider the floe collision problem dur ing a seloctod time Jll·rimll n. Tl\<'
t ime period to should be long enough compared with wave period 1', whicli is Ill'l · ·
essary for obtaining pract ical floe collision numbers from the collision probabilit y.
If the wave period is T, the possible number of collisions in an area with N pieces
of floes is:
m,",,~NG(ak ) (riA )
Ice flee collisions are thought as one of the major sourc es of ocea n noise in the
Marginal Ice Zone. The obtained collision numbe r can provide insight to the Inves-
t igat ion of under -sea acoustic noise, which is important (Of remote scnsing some or
t he physical processes of t he ocean . The possible collision number for nile 1101.' ill
t hat period is:
(5..'))
where t he coefficient 2 occurs because of the assumption that one floc may collide
with two othe r adjacent floes forward and backwced of wave direction during one
wave cycle. See Figure 5.3 for the sketch of this concept . From the above results,
it is known that one floc may collide n times during time period to, so rhat Iloc size
reduction and energy losses may be derived from this number. This knowledge i .~




Figure 5.3: One floe may collide with two others during .... W <\\ '(' cycle
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Chapter 6
Collision Analysis from Ice
Motion Data
6.1 LIMEX'89 Ice Motion Data
Three icc motion packages, numbered 3. 5, and 6 were used for experiment 6 of
LIMEX'89 phase two conducted from the MV Terra Nordica. Each motion package
consisted of three accelerometers mounted in orthogona l direct ions, a gyro mea-
suring tilt and a compass, allowing {or the measurement of the trans lat ional and
rotati onal motions of the floes. Acceleration, tilt and compass data were collected
for 30 minut e periods each hour for a tota l of about 20 hOUT! on April 2 and 3 of
1989. While the interpretat ion of floe collisions from the mot ion package data was
not the primary goal of the LlMEX'89 experiment, the evidence of collision in the
data provides an opportunity to investigate the behaviour of ice floes under wave
action . The data were filtered and reeempled at 1.33 Hz and recorded in blocks
of 200 seconds. Translationa l accelerations were resolved into N·S and E-W com-
pone nts in the horizontal plane , and into a vertical component . Tilt angles were
also resolved to N-S and E-W components. T he resolution of the accelerations was
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about 0.001 ms·', t he tilt engles were recorded to ±O.OI degrees and compass bear-
ings were resolved to ± 0.3degrees. SeeMcKenna and Crocker ( 1991 ) for dc-tailt'tl
descriptions.
T he motion package data gave measurements of wave-induced floe motioml alltl
provided inform at ion to establish whether collision had actually taken place. TilL'
data had a frequency responses of up to about 0.5 liz, which was only sufficient to
identify deviat ions from regular floe motion. but not high enough to chararte rize
the natu re of the collisions. Th is becomes clear from looking at the accelcratlou
traces shown in figure 6.1. From the accelerat ion traces, collision events can he
ident ified during that period by identi fying the abnormal acceleratio n t races or the
smoo thness of the tr aces. The information about the ice motion pa.ckagC!l i~ in











Package Depl oyment Recovery Floe Avr. FI~ Init iAl Fiu il.1
Tim e Time Thickness Dimension
# (G MT) (GMT) [m] (mx m ) Positio n Position
21:00 16:40 ·19°·10.2' N ·HI"27'N
3 1.l3 28 x 25
Apr2 Apr :1 .~O" 48'W W"28.Il'W
22:15 16:15 49"·16.g'N · 1 9"3.~ . · I 'N
5 0.8 9 u x n
Apr 2 Apr3 SO".,)3.3'W 1i0"·16.2'W
22:00 16:00 49"46.2' N 4!)"30'N
6 0.39 20 x 15
Apr2 Apr 3 .'jO"S3 .4'W .')O"43.2'W
Table 6.1: Information about ice motion package
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6.2 Collision Events Obtained fr om the Accel-
erat ion Data
In order to identify collision events from the abnormal acceleration traces, a Fortran
program was completed ( Appendix E). It used the zero crossing of the accelerat ion
traces to define a half wave cycle. As demonstrated before, in t he present study
waves we re thought to be the only dominan t factor which excited ice noes and
governed t heir movemen ts. By the assump tion of water pa rticle-like motion of
icc floes, the floes moved as water particles on a wave surface. The acceleration
traces of a flee therefore had only one maximum and one minimum during one
wave cycle. This meant that the derivatio n of acceleration traces changed sign once
during a half wave cycle. Within any individual half wave cycle, if the derivative
of the acceleration traces changed sign twice or more, which meant one or more
extra t roughs existed, it was considered that a collision had occurred. It should
be noted that this statement was true only for a virtually monochromatic swell.
A bcuc r criterion for collisions could be established if ice acceleration data with
higher frequency are available. As mentioned by McKenna and Crocker ( 1991 ),
most of the evidence for collisions was found in the horizontal accelerat ions; only a
few was t ransferred to the heave cycle.
The same procedure was carried out on all th ree accelerat ion time series. A
collision event might be shown on all three accelerat ion traces and it might be
shown on only two or one t races. However, only one collisionevent wascounted even
though extra troughs might be found on two or even all three acceleration traces
at the same time. Multiple collisions within half wave cycle were thus ignored.
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This t reatment WAS because: I) it could not he ide.'lItifi..'1! that the.' sillllllta nl''' lIslr
abnormal t race' of more than one accclcrat jon were CAU!I(."(! by cue sin,;,!" rollisi ull
event or by twoor thr ee events; 2) in Chapter 5 Iloe ,pilcill~ dilitillln '3 Wl·f(' lI lt· a.~ llrt'1 l
on the assumpt.ion of one noc hitt ing at mod two other nOCli in the furwarol ;11,,1
backward WAve propagat ion direct ion during one wave cycle. which IIIt'l\nt lltl lI11lTl'
than one single collision event existed during a half wave cyd t·. The, r''liulh "f
collision events arc shown in Table 6.2. 6..1, and 6,6, In the Tables. rhc ' CYCLES '
is the arithm etical average of wave cycle numbers from the three 'lccd l'[a !.1ofls
during half an houri the' COLLISiON NUMUEH ' i~ thl~ SH ill hut wit hout ti ll'
repeated events from the three accelerations; t he ' COl.L1SION PHOPOHTlON •
is the quot ient of collision number ever wave cycles.
When ice floe IIp. d ng distanc~ were worked out from tIle aerial phutogtlll'11S i ll
Chapte r 5. it was demonstrated that floecollisions occurred in the wave IJrupa.E:1\tioll
direction. and t he floe spacing distances were measured in that direction. A p;mull
of floe spacing dista nces were also measured in the so called long U ill direct ion,
which was the flight direction of the helicopt er. T he long ;uris direction WA., ""()1f ~
70 degrees from Tp direction, depending on indiv idual photographic slide. Tlli!l
group of data WAS for the purpose of comparison. ( See Chapte r:) alltl Chaptl:r 7
for detai ls ). In order to see how collision event, were reflected on accelcralioll da tIL
of different direction" the horizonta l data were resolved into Tp direction IIlId it!l
orthogonal direct ion, here Tp direction was the direcLion with peak wave energy 0 11
the wave spectra. Tp direction, being 58 degrees from the t rue North and about 70
degrees from the long axis ( Right ) direction , may still be called wave propagat ioll
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direct ion. The results of collision events in Tp direction arc shown in Table 6.3.
6..5, and 6.7.
For part or the da ta from icc motion package 3, floe collision events were also
identi fied visually by the same principle used in the program and recorded manually
for the purpose of comp arison. Th e results ar e shown together with t he results by
t he program ill Table 6.8. In the t able, Ar A~ , and Az refer to the two horizonta l
and the verti cal accelerat ions respectively. Note that the values here from the
progra m arc somewhat different from those in Table 6.2. This is because more than
one event might be recorded during a half wave cycle , if t he abno rmal acceleration
t races were found from the data of two or three direct ions , T he comp arison result
shows a good agreement between t he two approaches.
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T I:-'IE CYCL[ S COLLISON C~LL1SI0N I
:-iIH IBE H !'l! lJ l 'Ol fl'I( )N
21:30-22:00 195.0 71.0 !I..I;I;IH
- --
2'2:30-23:00 196.:1 6S.0 lu rl:!!1
2.1:30-2·1:00 20-1.7 H .O O .:!H~
00:30-01:00 201.7 ·17.0 1I.:!:nl
01:30-02:00 201.0 .'i2.11 U.:!lii :1
--
02:30-03:00 20l.i sn.n IJ.:ll :!:!
0.1:30-0·1:00 20li.0 .18.0 1J.:!s:!s
-
0·1::JO-05:00 20li.:! {i·I .U lU I:!:!
05:30-06:00 20·1.:1 .16.U O.2i l!J
06:30-0i :00 196.7 st.o 0.:!Iitu
07:30-08:00 l i i. i 99.n 0/ 1712
-
08:30-09:00 li 2.3 1:10.0 0.7S·17
09:30-10:00 1019.3 rn .n (1 .~J:Ii:l
--
10:30-11:00 1·18.7 12:1.0 n.!J.1 SM
11:30-12:00 126.7 137.0 1.22(;1
12:30-13:00 137.i 15 1.0 I.27:1~'
13:30-14:00 134.7 146.0 1.:J.lm'!
14:30-15:00 nr .r 176.0 1.:I.'i2:1
15:30-16:00 I ·!.).7 1.)8 .0 I.Ir,,1I
16:30-17:00 16.) .0 191.0 1.1:lf;O
Table 6.2: Collision events from accelera tion data of package a
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T IME CYC r, F~'i
COLLlSOi';· COLLISION
NUMBER pn OPORTION
22::10-23:00 187.7 101.0 0.5.S12
2:1::10-24:00 192.0 72.0 0.38:11
nO::1O-01:00 200.0 72.0 0.:]6·18
01::J0-02:00 205.0 75.0 0.:)673
02:30-03:00 201.0 70.0 0.3.583
0:1::10·04;00 200.:1 IH.O UJj644
o.l:;JO·05:00 210.0 118.0 0..')587
--
05:30-06:00 232.7 2.55 .0 1.0976
OG:30·0i :00 263.7 :155.0 I.BSI
--
07::10-08:00 26.').3 339.0 1.;I:H:!
08;30-09;00 330.0 270.0 0.8927
09:30-10:00 328.3 222.0 0.7203
10::lQ.l1 :00 ;)86.7 121.0 0.3321
11::10-12:00 263.3 257.0 I.U201
12;30-13:00 305.0 206.0 0.6917
13,30·14,00 266.7 270.0 1.0556
1·1:30-15:00 220.0 317.0 1.4808
1,"1:30-16;00 192.3 300.0 1.5994
Table 6.3: Collision events from acceleration data of package 3 ( in Tp directio n )
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TIME CYCI.ES ( 'OLLISON COLLISIONNl fll. lIl EH PIIOI IC)!t'j"Oi\
21:30-22:00 182.7 \Hi.Q O.li:!"'li
22:30-23:00 179.0 8!I.O U.:lll!l;
2:\:30-24:00 [83.0 [-19.0 u's'n:\
oo.so-m.co 18-1.0 8,1.0 O.lilH
~~-
01::10-02:00 Ig l. :1 ~ ) !J .0 U.r,:.!!lIi
02::)0·0:1:00 186.0 [ IIUI lUi-Hii
O:J:30-04:00 IS!.:! 102.0 n,rmi;
0-1::30-05:00 18:).7 '·10.0 lI,iiiS
O.,)::JO-06:00 161.0 rrs.u 1.1,I.",!)
06::10-07:00 ISt.:3 rrs.o 1.:!:!I!J
07:30-08:00 \:\!).i 178.0 t .:!!J;:1
08:30-09:00 127.3 16:1.0 1.:11 SS
09:30-10:00 1,I:lj 217.0 1.1 ~!'2
to,30~ 1I,OO ]·13.7 217.0 1..l2!J2
~.-
11:30· 12:00 163.7 '.!:'H.O l .t!I;:)
12:30-13:00 J.1!J. :l 2'1:1.0 l.lil'lrl
13:30· 14:00 142.7 226.0 1•.",:18f;
1,1:30·15:00 156.0 14.'iO 1.'!2:lH
15:30-16:00 112.3 1-11.0 l A:l1:J
Table 6.4: Collision events from acceleratio n data. of package .s
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TIME CYCLES COLLISON COLLISIONNUMBER PROPORTION
:l1 :~0·2:l:00 197.:) 101.0 0.·199-5
22:30·23:00 :l00.3 82.0 0..1180
23::10·21:00 202.7 42.0 0.2078
00:30·01:00 203.7 57.0 0.2790
01:30-02:00 205.0 39.0 O.IUOg
02:30-03:00 205.~ :39.0 0.1898
0:1:30-04:00 198.7 74.0 0.3ti27
04:30·05:00 203.3 53.0 0.26.15
0.):30·06:00 198.3 65.0 O.:J322
---
06:30·07:00 201.0 50.0 0.2502
07:30·08:00 185.3 90.0 0.1963
- -
08:30·09:00 167.0 124.0 0.8048
09:30-10:00 160.7 149.0 0.9548
10:30·11:00 138.0 132.0 1-0658
11:30·12:00 141.7 136.0 1.1048
12:30-13:00 118.0 92.0 1.2663
13:30·14:00 124.0 125.0 1.3003
J.I:30-15:oo 128.0 134.0 1.3534
15:30-16:00 145.0 131.0 1.0248
16:30-17:00 165.3 207.0 1.2115
Table 6.5: Collision events from acceleration data of package 5 ( in Tp direct ion )
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TIME CYCLES COLLISON COLLISIONNUMBER PRO I'O ltTION
22:30-23:00 185.0 1OU.O O/I;tifl
23:30-24:00 185.3 79.0 U..I5S1
00:30·01 :00 190.7 S2.0 tU'.!·l:l
-- --
01:30-02:00 200.7 !J2.0 ().I Ii,,:!
._-
02:30-03:00 199.3 85.0 H.H.'i 7
03:30-04:00 200.0 1,10.0 (I .mill
04:30-05:0 0 207.1 1:1,1.0 U,/i·l."i:!
05:30-06 :00 237.0 :JII.0 US I:l
- --
06,30-07,00 256.3 419.0 I ,6 I ~J[i
..-
07:30-08:00 266.3 324.0 1.2!JJ2
08,30·09,00 342.3 258.0 U,i '!m:l
_.-
09,30-10,00 337.3 247.0 II.i'fj·l0
._--
10:30-11:00 380.0 137.0 U.:IW)S
--
11:30-12:00 256.7 271.0 1.1:1:11
12:30-13:00 294.0 207.0 O.7tWI
13:30-14:00 275.0 255.0 1.00,16
14:30-15:00 234.0 :Ha.O 1.:1881
._-
15:30-16:00 187.0 :l09.0 J.f.i!H8
Table 6.6: Collision event! from accelerati on data.of package 6
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TIME CYCLES COLLI SON COLLISIONNUMBER PROPO RTIO N
21::JO-22:00 171.3 115.0 0.7007
22:30-23:00 177.0 89.0 0.S194
2:1:30-24:00 174.7 109.0 f).G506
...-
00::10-01 :00 177.0 73.0 OA539
lJl:30·02:00 182.3 118.0 0.6750
--
02,:10·03,00 180.0 106.0 0.6003
03:30-04 :00 170.7 102.0 0.M69
0·1:30·05:00 177.0 139.0 0.821"----1
05::l0-06:00 159.3 161.0 L0971
06:10-07:00 158.7 155.0 1. .0245
.-
07:30-08:00 157.7 186.0 J.J 978
...-
08:30-09:00 111.0 121.0 L.·jS27
09:30-10:00 124.3 175.0 .5233
10:30-11:00 124.3 175.0 1.5233
11:30-12:00 135.7 185.0 US99
L2:30- 13:00 124.0 188.0 1.5400
13:30·14:00 128.7 156.0 1.3277
1·1:30·15:00 122.3 108.0 1.0599
15:30-16:00 111.3 106.0 104024
Table 6.7: Collision events from accelerat ion data of package 6 ( in T p direction )
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7.1 Compariso-i of Collision Fr equencies and Dis-
cussion of Errors
The accelerat ion data in Chapter 6 gave the numbe r of collisions for Package 6
during 21:30-22:00 GMT of April 2, 1989. The num bers of collisions were 116 from
the original data and 115 after th e horizontal data were resolved into Tp and its
perpendicular direct ions. Numerically int egrati ng equation ( 5.3 ) gave the val ue of
G(ak) of 0.02126 for floe spacing distances measure d in the long axis direct ion, and
0.03009 for distances measu red in Tp direction . The predicted collision numbers
for one floe during half an hour were then 7.75 and 10.83 respecti vely by equation
( 5,5 ). These numbers were one order of magnitude less th an those obta ined from
the acceleration data.
The discrepancy was thought to be caused by several reasons . First, as men-
tioned before, G(ak ) should not be used di rectly to describe th e collision events of
any specific flees. It was from th e view of sta tistic al averag e tha t the collision pecb-
ability of one floe with an adjacen t floe in one wave cycle was obtained as G(ak ).
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Floes with different sizes and shapes have different collision prnbah iHtit·5. FigHr"
';.1 show s the floc diame ter distribution ob tained from the aerial photogrnpbs Hf
LIMEX'89, the mean diameter of the floes was 10,26 metres , if the noes were elr-
cles, while the dimens ion of the flee on which package 6 was mounted was allllut
20 metres. Th is meant tha t the Iloeof packag e 6 was far from representati ve or tlu-
floes in t hat area. Larger floes were su rrounded by more floes than smaller UII(~,
so t hey had more chances to collide with others. From the i!.1:r ial photographs,
it was also found that larger floes usually bad larger centre distanc es wit h thdr
neighbors than small ones did, while their edge distan ces with ot hers did 1I0t have
significant differences from those of small ones, Th is meant t hat larger flOl:s hall
larger displacement differences and velocity differences with others, and therefore
had a grea ter probab ility of collidi ng with adjac ent floes than s maller 011<:5 did.
Rattier ( 1990) indica ted that the collisio n probabili ty was greater for not'S of large
size. He addressed the reason as that larg e floes were driven by the low rrCfJlll'l1cy
component of the wave field, whose amplitude '''ASgreater in a typical ocea n wave
spectrum, The mean Pr of t he floc centre distances was 11.231 met res in the Tp
direction , Thi s value was near the mean diameter 10.26 metre s of the flees, which
was expected for 'I. closely packed ice floc field, In order to chec k the size effects
on collis ion probab ility, we took t he floc diame ter of 20 met res as 11r and kep t thl:
sta ndard deviation the same as in table 4,7 ( T he standard deviation or t he floe
centre distance has little influence on the collision probab ility. Refer til Figure 7.!I J.
Then the integration program was run again and the resulting collision number s
were 22 and 28 respectively in t he long axis and Tp directions. However , t he above
t reat ment is only a qualitative a nalysis, a nd the qua ntitative relation betw een llie
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floc size and the collision probability is to be found out in the future studies.
Secondly, only wave action was considered as a cause of floe collisions when the
problem was analysed by the collision criterion and floe spacing dist ribut ions. In the
real ice floc field, several other factors also influence floe collisions, although waves
were thought th e dominant factor in the present research. Winds and ocean currents
certainly influenced floc collision behaviour. Tem peratur e might also contribute to
the collisions ( McKenna and Crocker 1990 ). Particularly, the wave amplit ude
of 0.13 metr es during experiment 6 was quite small ( although it was the largest
among the six experiments ). Its effects on floc collisions might be the same order
as tha t of ot her environmental factors. The collision number obtained from package
accelerat ion data represents the combined effect of all t he environmental (actors,
this number is therefore greater than that (rom one factor alone.
Thirdly, the met hod o( judging floe collisions from acceleration data might over-
est imate collision events. Because the data were heavily filtered and resampled at
1.33 Hz, some significant points on the acceleration traces might be lost. The det ails
of the interact ions between ice floes could not be obtained from these accelerat ion
data. Therefore, some floe interactions othe r than collisions, for examp le shearing
cont acts betwee n floes , were also recorded on the acceleration data and could not
he distinguished (rom floe collisions. Rotti er ( 1990 ) reported that this shearing
contact might occur in a quite high frequency. However, the probabilist ic model of
the present st udy did not include this shearing process. Furthermore, it is reason-
able to believe that some of the collision events foune. from the accelera tion data
9.
were caused by small icc pieces othe r tha n by the icc flol'~ doflncd in the present
study, T hese small icc pieces were not considered as floes in the work of l)!ltain ing
floe spacing distances, but they did collide with the packaged noes, although tIl<'
collision energy and forces were thought very small. We could not find the dclilib l
characte ristics of the collisions from the acceleratio n data. The number or c:nt1isiOlls
from the accelerat ion data included all the collision events recorded on the icc 1110-
tion data, but. the collision number from tIle prob abilist ic moucl iueludcd only ti n'
collision events between noes larger than 3 m in diameter.
Finally, some errors in obtain ing floc spacing distances affected the calculated
floc collision probabi lity. As mentioned before, the resolution of projected pictures
was about 0.5 mm, which gavcO.10 to 0.15 m of real distance. It will he shown later
that the floe collision probability is sensitive to the floc edge dista nce dist ribution .
The mean of the floe edge distance from LIMEX'89 was 0.85 and O.IJ;1 mdres
for the long axis and Tp directions respectively, Th e resolut ion of 10 to Hi em
therefore had a significant influence on floe collision probability. Anot her possible
error was caused by the precision of the flight alt itude of the helicopter . The flight
alti tude was the object dista nce A in the ca libration of the photogra phs ( Hcfer
to Figure B.l of Appendix B ). It affected the deter mination of the noe sJlll.cilig
distan ces directly. Th e flight altit udes were obt ained from the audio reports on the
video tapes which were taken during the flight. h was also reported 0 /1 tile tapes
when photographs were taken, Unfortunately, sometimes the flying alt itlHles were
not repor ted at t he same time as the photographs were taken, which meant the
altit udes of some aerial photographs had to be estimat ed from the nearest altitu de
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reports. These estimati ons might be some differ ent from the real altitudes. For
example, the report of ta king the photograph of number 5404was 57 seconds from
the nearest alti tu de report The altitude of the phot ograph had to be estimated as
this altitude of 240 met res, It was learnt by checking the video tapes that the flight
altitude might change as much es 40 met res in one minute during the oper ation.
Therefore, the es timated altitude might be as muc h as 20 percent from the teal
value. T his difference would affect the resulting valuesof the means direct ly.
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0.35,--------------------.
0.3+--- - - --111-- - - - - - - -----1
0.25+-- - - ---,:=1.-- - - - - - -
g 0.2+-- - --
i 0.15+-- ---
0.1 +-- ---
0.05+--- - - -
figure i.1 : Floc dia m eterdi s tnbutio u
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1 .2 Collision Pro bab ility with Wave Conditions
and Floe Spacing Dist r ibu t ion
Eq uation ( 5.3 ) gives the floe collision probab ility under wave action. Some int er -
est ing conclusions can be obtained from this expressio n. Plots of equation ( 5.3 )
arc shown in Fig 7.2 to Figure 7.9. The collision probability G(ak) is not on ly
a function o f wave amplitude a and waveperiod T , but also a funct ion of floe
spacing dist r ibutions, i,c. mean edge distance P,« and standa rd deviat ion t1zu a nd
mea n centre distance 111< and standard deviation (Jzt:. In the following discussion,
the means and stand ard deviations are as above , while th e logarithms of the means
and standar d deviat io ns are expressed as p., P c, a.. an d 11., The relations among
means , stan dard deviations, and the logarithms ofa Lognormal distribution are as
equation ( 4 .11 ) and (4. 12 ). It should be noted that the mean P of logarithmic
distance In(x ) is not equal to the logar ithm of the mea n In(p) of the distances x .
Figure 7.2 and Figure 1.3 showthat the collision probability O(ak)changes wit h
diffe rent wave amplit ude a and period T ( Some valuesmay violate the Linear Wa.ve
Theory and some combinations of a and T may not be found in nature ). The ice
Jloe spacing conditions used here are: P. '= - 0 .7 , Pc= 2.0, (T~ := 1.0, and 11<== 0.4
( e refers to edgedis t ance and c refers to cent re distance ). T hese values are very
near those obta ined from the photographs of LIMEX'89. From these figures, it is
clea r that collision p robability G(ak) is direct ly propo r t ional to waveamplitude a
and inversely proportional to wave peri odT. Figure 7.2 shows t hat when a is ver y
small, G changes very sharp ly with T for short waves, an d slowly with long waves.
There exists a transition between the twodiat.inct par ts . As a becomes larger, the
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curves become smooth and finally almost a st raigh~ line for a = 5.5 metres. It can
be found from Figure 7.3 that when T is small, G(ak) changes sharply with II fur
the portion of small a, wbile the curve is very fiat fo r large a. A tran sition al~u
exists betwee n these two parts. However, for long waves , the curves are smooth a lld
almost a st raight line for the longest one ( T = 20 seconds ). Th e tende ncy is dear
that G(ak) changes dramat ically with small T and a. This means tha t weshould
be more careful when dealing with the results obtai ned from wave conditions uf
small amplit ude and short pe riod.
Figure 7.4 to Figure 7.7 show that the collision p robahil ity rhangl.'S with the
various means of the Iicc spacing distribut ions. Here the probabilities were r-alcu-
lated with (F e = 1.0 and (1e = 004. In these figures, the means ate reprl.oscnlt·d by
/1n and Pre. and they are related lo /1. and lie by eq uation ( -1.1 1 ) and ( 01 .12 ).
From these figures. it is clear that the mean IJr e of the edge dist ribution has a great
influence on the collision probability. When Pr. is sma ll, G(n.k) inercasos ~h1\rply M
/1r. decreases. As /1u becomes larger ( say larger than 2 ), its influence on collision
probability becomes quite sm all. Th is is because the separat ion d ista nr.{~s among
flee edges are large enough that the flees rarely collide with each other .
Compared with th e means of the edge distance, the means of the centro dista nce
have less influence on collision probabili ty G(ak). "or lar ge /1. , G(llk) has IIIl almost
linear relation with Pc. But when /1, is vr:rysmall, G((lk) also becomes sensitive tu
/J•• When the concentration of ice floes is very high, i.e . the fioes arc very close to
each other, th ere is a high coll isionprobabili ty and it g reatly depends on the mean
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Pn of edge distribut ion. T his i5 to be expecte d: the closer the floes • th e greate r
the probability or colli sions. The higher collision probability with luge r p.. reflects
the ract tha t t wo floes with larger cent re dist ances ha ve greate r phase differences
and produce biu;er di spl&Ccment differences. Higher coll ision probabilit ies are then
obtained.
Figure 7.8 and F igure 7.9 show the influence of th e values or variance of floe
spacing distance on t he collision probability. The means used to calculate G(ak)
arc /1. =- 2.35 and IJ. = - 0.71, which are the values Ircm the photograph s of
LIMEX'89, The values in t he figures for variance are u;. and O'~• • Their relations
with 11. and lie are as in equat ion ( 4.11 ) and equation (4.12 ). The figures clearly
show tha t the variance orcent re distance has littl e inftuence on collision probability.
Whe n 17~e changes from 5 to SO, G(ak) only changes s lightly. G(ak) increases as
the variance ofedge distance increases, which can befound on both Figure 7.8 and
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Figure 7..1 : Collision prob ability with the mea n of edge distance dist ribution
(a= O. l.'i m. )
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Figure 7.5: Collision p robabil ity with the mean of edge dista nce dist ribution
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Figure 7.7: Collision probability with the means of centre d istance distrihu tlnn
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f igure 7.9: Collision probability with the variance of centre distance distribu tion
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7.3 The Fr equency of Collis ion E vents from t he
A ccel er ation D at a
Figu re 7.10 to Figure 7.12 show the collision propor tions obtain ....1 Irom the ""crd ·
era tion data of the three ice mot ion packages during experiment 6 of I.IMl-;X'S!}
phase two conducted from th e MV Terra Nordica. T he time series of t he.'i\cft'lt~r ·
arion dat a can be divided into two fundamental segments. T he IIrst period hl~gl\ 1l
at 22:30 GMT on April 2 and lasted until abo ut 08:00 Gfo.l T un Arld l:1. Thctl ~
was a significant swell, westerl y winds and railing ai r te mpera tur e. Th e eollislon
proportion was quite low and sta ble . Wave amp litu des became sma ller SU hSCf11ll' 1I1
to 08:00, and unt il 16:00 GMT on April 3. Outi ng this interval. tempe ra tures W('rc~
at their lowest _ -I-C and the winds were veering to the nort hwest. T he c:()lli~i"ll
proportion obtained from the acceleration dat a became very h igh. Cont rary tn ex,
pec tatio ns, t here was not & positi ve relatio n between collision freq uency ami Wl\ve
amp litude . McKenna and Crocker ( 1990 l expla ined that because or the smallwave
ampl it udes during the second period , there W &.$ I~ resolution in the acceler ations
and less certainty th at variat ions in the t ranslal iona.! componen ts in the I,orizonlal
plane were due to ice processes rather tha n due to noise and to the digiti;eAlion
process .
Two additional processes may also account for this phenomenon. When lh t!
wave ampli tud e is large, it is reasonable that the waves a rc conside red as t he do", '
inant factor {or Roc collisions. When the wave am plitude is sma ll, however, ether
env ironm ent al {actOf! may have t he sa me or even a higher orde r of influence on floc
collisions . In t his cue, t he waves may still be considered as the most imporh.nt
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factor because they arc the driving forces which cause ice floes to oscillate at the
predominant wave frequency. This floe movement itself may be not strong enough
to cause severe floe collisions when the wave amplitude is small. But when floes
are oscillating under wave action, other environment al factors such as winds and
ocean currents can cause floecollisions. For example, t he vortices and turbulence of
wind boundary layers near the oscillating ice cover would disturb the regular water
particle-like movement of the floes and cause great er phase differences between ad-
jacent floes than that without winds. T hese greater phase differences will increase
floc collision frequencies. The winds may also push floes close to each ot her but
with little collision, if waves do not exist at all. McKenna and Crocker ( 1991 ) re-
ported that the frequency of floe collisions increased with an increase in local wind
speed during LIMEX'89. Further studies are needed to learn the constitutional
relationship between ice floesand wave-wind driving forces,
Figure 7,13 and Figure 7.14 ( after Maclaren Plenseerch Limited, 1990 ) show
the directional spectra and wave energy density spect ra in the open water near the
ice floc field , at about 20:00 GMT April 2 and 13:00 GMT April 3, in the first
and the second period respectively. Th e wind vectors and the correspondi ng wind
speeds are shown in Figure 7.15 ( afte r McKenna and Crocker, 1991 ). From the
figures it is clear tha t during the lint period, there were small westerly winds and
significant swells. The swells were thought to be the dominant factor causi ng floe
collisions. During the second period from about 8:00 to 16:00 GMT on April 3,
the winds veered to the northwest and the speed increased up to more than 10
m/ s . These winds should be responsible for the high frequency north west waves
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and the double praks or wave spectral density in the open water ncar the icc line
field" The high frequency part or the spect ral density ~"as obviously Irom Ill("al
wind-generated waves" Inside the ice floe field. however, wave amplit ude he.:.ul\t·
smaller which caused the eonlusing effect tha t small waves produced high colli!iinn
frequency.
Masson and LeBlond ( 1989) indicated that in the Marginal Ice Zone. the aMlity
or an offshore wind to generate a significant wave field was severely limited. The
ice cover appea red to be very effective in dispersing the energy: the wave spectrum
tende d to isotr opy, A te ndency which prevented the normal growth or wave energy
and the decrease in peak Irequency. T herefore, wind, can net generate waves ill 1\11
ice floe field as large as those in the open water. From fig ure 7.1<1 . it coul(1he found
tha t the total wave ener&)'in the second period WAS signilicanlly greater than tha t
in the first period , althou gh the 0.1 Hz swell was the inverse situat ion. T he ice floe
S",ld mir;ht receive the same order or wind ener&)'as the open water. Th is energ,
not being able to generate large waves inside the ice floc field, must be diasipeted
through the mechanisms or wave scatter ing, accelerating tile noes and c'lousing a ll
increase in floe drirt, and causing Roe collision'. During the second period, the
stronger winds were then thought to be the causc or the higher collision frequency
with the smaller wave amplitude inside the ice field.
McKenna. and Crocker ( 1991 ) identified collision events visually {rom the
same data or experiment 6 of LIMEX'S9 phase two conducted {rom the MV 7r.rnl
Nordica. Their result s are shown toget her with those or the present study in Figure
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7.10 to Figure 7.12. In the figures, t he vertical axis is the proportion of wave cycles
in which collision events occurred; the horizontal axis is lime in hours. A tende ncy
is clear from the figure. For small values, the results of the present study are sma ller
t han those of McKenna and Crocker. For the lat er part of the experi ment where
collision proportion is large, the results of the present study are larger than those
of McKenna and Crocker. Their results never exceed 1.0 while the values of the
present study can be as large as 1.6. An explanation of th is discrepancy is tha t they
ignored multiple events within one wave cycle, while in the present study mult iple
events were ignored within a half wave cycle. As discussed before, one floe was
thought to collide at most twice within a wave cycle, during the forward and back-
ward of t he wave propagatio n directions. When the floe collision frequency is low, a
floe rarely collides in both the forward and backward direct ions. In the case of high
collision frequency, a Roe may often collide twice in a wave cycle. This is considered
as the cause of the discrepancy in the high collision frequency. If at most one event
is counted within a wave cycle, the results of the present study will be smaller than
those of McKenna and Crocker over the whole entire measurement period. More
work is needed to explain this discrepancy. However, a reliable identification of floe
collision events dem ands data with higher frequency of samp ling, while the present
available data do not cont ain information above 0.5 Hz.
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Figure 7.12: Collision proportion from acceleratio n data of ice moti on package fi
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Figure i .13: Direct ional spect ra during expe riment 6 of LIMEX'89 phase two con-
duc tcd from the MV Terra Nordica ( after Maclaren Pleneeerch Limited , 1990 )
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7.4 Collision Type and Direc tion
It was supposed that fioes collided in the wave propagation direct ion. III order
to test this assum ptio n and its effect on floc spacing d istr ibutio ns and collision
probability, the spacing d istances were measure d in two direct ions: Tp direct ion aud
long axis d irect ion, which were about 71 and 63 degrees diflerent from each utlwr.
Th e results show that the relevant floc spacing distribu t ions were only slightly
different ( Table 4.7 ). T he collision probab ilitie s obtained from t hese distrihut ions
were also not significant ly different. Table 6.2 to Table 6.7 show t hat t he nnrubcrs
of collisions in the t wo horizontal directio ns arc not very different , i ll either the N·S
and E-W direct ions or in Tp an d its ort hogona l directions.
The above results are real but do not necessarily violate the assump t.lon (If
floe collisions occurring in th e wave direction , since observers have shown with
confidence that the fioe collisions were not random but related to the predominant
waves ( Marti n and Bccker,1988; Ratti er, 1990; McKenna a ntl Crocker, 1991 ). The
probable explanati on ill t hat most of t he floc pairs' centre lines were nul in the wave
directions at the moments of collisions, or say, most collisions were eccent ric. By
the assumption of water parti cle-like movement , ice floes move in the wavedirection
when they are not colliding with other floes. When a floc i ~ colliding with another
one eccentrically, the collision force act ing on the floe is in the wave propagation
direction but does 1I0t go though the floe cent re. Shen ( 1987 ) proposed an elast ic
floe collision model to study icc Iloe collision behaviour, while ot her researchers (
Rott ier, 1990; McKenna and Crocker, 1991 ) concluded from field observations t hat
ice Roe collieicn a presented inelastic cha racteristics. Inten sive work has not been
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cloneto study ice floe collision mechanism from the view of ice mechanics. Although
the floc collision mechanisms are not well understood. it is st ill reasonable to assume
that the eccentric collision force will make the floes rota te and move in a direction
somewhat different from the wave propagat ion direction. This mechanism causes
floe spacing distances to be evenly distr ibuted and less directional in the horizonta l
plane. It also causes the collision events obtain ed from the horizontal acceleration
data not to present a significantly direct ional tendency. It is the floe collision that
dissipates wave energy, transfers energy among floes, and makes floes tend to be
evenly distrib uted. It can be imagined that without collisions, floe distributions
would present more d ear directional properties. However. a conclusive stat ements
can not be made without more and better da ta .
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7.5 Floe Concentra tion, Size Distribution a nd
Spacing Di stribut ions
The floe spacinr; dist ribut ions were obt ained by directl y m (,ilSllri n!; floc spacing lli~·
la nces and using the probab ility plot test . The parameter s or Iloe size cii:llrihuliull
and ice floe concent rat ion were not involved in the probabilistic model. Amon~
these three things, some relations must exist . It can be expected that 110(' ~ i1.I'
changes directly wit h floc centre distan ce. Generally ~ pcl\k i llg. the bigger t ill' not'll
are, the larger the floe centre distance is. T his is especially apparent for a elosely
spaced ice floe field. The relat ion between floe size and flee edge distance i, not l ~i\.~ ·
i1y demonst rated, since ice concentrat ion has greate r influence on floc edge di sl a llf' l'!l
tha n floe size does. It is de ar that ice concentrat ion has an inverse rd atKJlI wilh
floc spacing distances. Higher concentrat ion means noes arc more closely IIil.ckl'll.
which leads to smaller floe spacing dista nces.
Efforts have been made to determine these relatio ns. 1I0wever, the autho r WIL~
unable to establish them, beca use the floc sha pes were irregular and the flOC'! were
randomly distributed in t he horizontal plane. while the floc spacing distances were
defined before loll in t he wave propagation direction. Neverth eless, it is st ill wort h
t rying more to find t hese relat ionships in furt her research work, since size d istri -
bution and floe concentratio n are two of the concepts Lhat arc used most often for
describing an ice floc field.
Another difficult t hing to deal wit h is the brash ice betwee n floes. T his hr#L~h
sometimes occupies a large proport ion of water surface bet we n floes. As described
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in Chaptcr 4, the brash ice influences thc measurements of floe edge distances . In
the present study, ice pieces of diameter less than 3 met res were not treated as
floes. Although this definit ion was based on the magnitude of the kinetic energy
of ice noes, some arbit rariness existed. The choice of this critical value of floe size




8.1 Summa r y
To stu dy the movement of small ice noes un der wave Act ion, t he assum pt jo n of wa ·
tor pa rt icle-like movement was made. T his led to the invClit iga tion of flr:w. JII 111 i<l1l
by ana lysing wate r par ticle mo lion using Airy Linear Wave Th eory. The rd"li vt~
dist anc e cha nge between neighbou ring floes wu demon stra ted to he t he key Pillil lll o
ete r determining whether or nol a floe collision occurred . A floc collision crite rion
was th en derived. With this crit erion, the floc collision likelihood was rcli\1..."'tIto
floe centre distance, floc edge distance, wave amp litude . and wave period .
An ice Roe field was considered to be random while the floc motion WiL'I lrcal toJ
as a stoch ast ic process. A new concept of floc spacing distr ibut ions was p rll!lOl\(:J
in orde r to st udy collision beh aviour using probability theory. Thes e floe spacing
distrib ut ions were assumed to be wide sta tionary stochastic processes, which lIIell.llt
t hat th eir mea n function s did not change wit h li me and could he obtained Irom
the data. from it. specific inst a nt in time. From t he five ecriel photographs or t ile
LlME X'89 field experi ments , and by means of a prob ability plot tes t, icc floc edge
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distance and centre distance distributions were obtained. Both were shown to
display a. Lognormal distribution. Although these Lognormal distribution s of floe
spacing distances were from the data of a part icular ice floe field, they formed a
basis of floe collision studies.
Combining the floe collision criterion and the floc spacing distribu tions, the
collision probability for a floc duri ng one wave cycle was obtained. This collision
probability changed directly with wave amplitude and floecentre distance, inversely
with wave period and floe edge distance. Valuable results such as the collision
frequency within an ice floe field and the number of collisions of a floe durin g a
time period could be derived from this collision probability.
The acceleration data from LIMEX'89 wereanalysed to find the frequency of eel-
Hsion of the measured ice floes by recognizing the abnormalities in the acceleration
traces. Because the data Wereheavily filtered and rcsempled at 1.33 Hz, no col-
lision details other than the frequency of collision could be obtained. Pred ictions
of collision frequency from the probabili stic approach and from the accelerat ion
data were significantly different. The discrepancy, however, became smaller after
the dimensional effects of floes Were taken into account. The influence of winds
wasdiscussed and thought as the another primary contribution to this discrepan cy.
The uncerta inty in the process of defining collisions from the acceleration data, the
influences of wave scat tering and reflecting, and other environmental factors such
as temperature and ocean currents affected the results.
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T he same procedures for obta ining floc spacing dist ributions and for jUtlgillg
collision events from acceleration da ta were repeat ed in two horizontal directions
about 70 degrees apart , The results showed tha t the differences between til(' [\0"
spacing distri butions and between the collision Irequcnclca in the two horiznntxl
direct ions were not significant. This meant that the ice floc field was evenly dis-
tributed and floc collisions occurred without a dominant direction. Wave ~catlering
mechanisms and eccentr ic floc collisions were considered as the pr imary causes for
these phenomena.
This probabilistic approach is promising for studying icc floc collision in tl ll~
Marginal Ice Zone where the discrete icc floes arc randomly dist ributed and face
complicated environmental conditions. It can give collisionIrcqucncy thet is t hought
to be a major source of ocean noise. Ice floe size reduction rate s CMI he derived
using this approach. From the collision frequency, wave energy losses due to floe
collisions may also be obtained, which is important for determining environment al
loading forces on offshore str uct ures. It will also be helpful for st udying the disper-
sal of an oil slick in an ice floe field. However, more work is I1t'Cdcd to achieve the
above practical applications.
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8 .2 Suggestions for Further Study
ft is my belief tha t mere and valuable resu lts can be obtained if the wave spectra
arc introduced into the analysis . Rottier ( 1990 ) poin ted out that collision events
between floes of similar size ate most easily driven by a relatively nar row hand of
wavelengths of around 2 to 4 times the floe length. McKennaand Crocker( 1990 )
p roposed that since wavesare a factor in mov ing the floes relative to each other and
changing t he local ice concentratio n, then surely the different frequency components
of the directional wavespectrum influence th is process. By floecollisioncriterion of
equat ion ( 3.12 ), waveamplitude and frequency are the most important param eters
for floc collision occurrence. For a given ice floe field, amplitude spectrum of waves
can be obtained from ice motion data, and floe spacing distributions can be acquired
from aer ia l photographs or video. The wave amplitude spectrum and floespacing
distributions are to be related by equation ( 3.12 ), which will lead to a more real
picture of ice floe collisions in a sea covered by ice floes.
It is impo rtant in further studies to consider different floe collision scenarios and
t he influence of t he brash ice between ice floes. To establish floe collision scena r ios,
t he basic underst anding of collision mechanism from the view of mechanics and
hyd rodynamics is essential. Intensive work is needed to learn: the mecha nical
p rocess du ring floe impact of different types of collisions, how collisions cha nge
t he impact ed floes' movement, how the response am plitude operat or and added
mass influence /loe motion in waves, and so on. The quantitative class ification of
b rash ice bet ween floes is also important for es tablishing floe collision scenarios and
their mecha nical process, since bras h ice plays a significant role in t he interactions
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between ice floes.
Collision velocity and duration dist ributions arc required for the problem of
dete rmining the energy attenuation and icc loading forces on offshore structures.
Ice floc collision velocity and durat ion should be random variables, oven though
linear wave theory is used. This is because they arc influenced by floc spacing
distances as well as wave motions. Some relations must exist among these random
variables. If wave spectrum is also introduced into the analysis, together with t lw
knowledge of mechanica l process o( floe collisions, wave energy attenuation and iel.'
loading forces on offshore str uct ures due to floc collisions call be ohtalncd.
More and better ice motion data arc one of the keys for further 5tUUY. Tile d;lta
should be samp led with higher frequency, which is essential for better ,..'sUmation of
collision events and bett er understa nding of collision and flocdamage mechanisms.
It will be valuable i( the dat a can be collected in a. heavy and random sea, heeauso
it is believed that severe floc collisions and the critical icc loading forces on ollshorc
structures occu r under harsh environmental conditions. A technique of obtaini ng
floe geometric and spacing parameters automatically from aerial video images is
also very important to establish a floedata base for a given marginal icc zone, since
aerial video tapes contain much more informat ion about the icc floes over a large
area in an ice floc field than aerial photographs.
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Appendix A
Aerial Photographs of LIMEX'89
Tw o 35 mm cameras, moun ted ont o the floor of the Bell 2Q6he licopter, were used
to lake phot ographs during e xperimen t 6 of L1MEX'89 phase t wo con ducted from
t he MV Terra Nord ica. During Experiment 6, ten aerial pho t ograph s were taken
vertically downward s onto t he ice floe field, whi le others were taken obliquel y dow n-
wards. The vertical photographs are better for the pu rpose of measuring the ice
floe spacing distances. Among these ten vertic al photo graphs, five of them are suit-
a b le for t he use of de termining the ice floe spacing distan cedistributions , while t he
others cont ain either an ope n water or only a few ice floes because of low fligh t al-
titude. These five slide ID numbers ar e 5400, 5404, 54 12,5 416, and 5420 ( Winsor,
1990 ). The details or these aeria l photograph s are shown in Table 4.1 .
The ca merae were mount e d on t he helicopt er so that the long axis or the fram es
we re pe etlel tc t he flight d irec tion, which gave the dir ections or the photographs
as in Table 4.l. These directions are necessary for me asuring floe edge dist a nce
and floc ce ntre dist a nce in t he wave propagation direction. The photographs were
taken a1 t he area near Packag e 6. The flight altitudes foe t hese pho t ographs are
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also shown in Table 4.1. These alt it udes prov ide thc objective dista nce :1 ill th,'
cali bration or the phot osraphs ( Refer to Figure 8 .1 of Appc ntli:<n ). lloth tht'
pos itions an d the alt it udes were fro m tbe aud io reports on tho "ideo t i\!K'" wh id,
wer e taken during t he Bight , Someti mes the nying alt it udl.'S o r the po~i~ion ~ Wt'tt'
no t reported at the sa me time as t he photogra phs were taken. The t ime , 1i1TI~rellcl'
mig hl be as big as ~7 seconds. This factor a ffectedth e accurac y of mCi\,111ti"g nile
spacingdistances. More disc uss ions of this pr ohlem arc in Cha p ter 7. lf till'k l· l!lw
spacing distributi ons obtained from individua l frames a rc not significan l1ydilrc r(m~
from each oth er and net sign ificant ly differen t Irom th ose ohla incd from the frarm'll
as a whole, it can be conclud ed tha t ice nee spacing d ist...nccs ill this area may III'
de scribed by identical flee sp acing dis ~rib ll t ions.
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Appendix B
Calibration of the Photographs
From optics of photography , the position of an object can be dete rmined using the
relat ionship:
(B.I)
where J is the focal lengt h of the camera lens , A is the dista nce from the objec t to
the lens, and B is the distance from the image to the lens ( see Figure B. t ). A
convenient numbe r to use in describing image size is the linear magnificat ion mQ ,
defined as:
(B.2)
where i is th e height of the image and 0 is the height of t he object ( Figu re B.l ).
Combining the above two equations gives the following:
m.= /f (B.3)




The length of an object is then derived as:
For unit image length i = I , the relevant object length is:
(lU i)
The slide dimension is 23 x 25 mm. These slides were projected onto grid paper
to obtai n projected pictures. These projected pictures were used to Ild crm iul' nm'
centres and to measure the floe spacing distances. The length rat io of tile projected
pictures to the slides was set as R, a scale S of reallength 011 the sea and image




The focal length f of the camera used in the experiment was 0.0.5metres. The o1Jject
distance A were provided by the helicopter night altitudes whichwere obtainedFrom
the audio reports of the operator on the video tapes take n during the I1ighl. The
calibrat ion results arc shown in Table 4.2. In the table the l .cTI!Jfh pr oj cd r:11 1"1
and F1 refer to the size of the projected pict ures. The resulting S is the realle ngth











Figure H.l : Op t ic relati on between object distance, image lengt h and focal length
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Appendix C
Transformations to the Normal
Distribution
Afte r a suitable transformation, some theoretical proba bilit y distributions eppro x-
imately follow the Norma l dist ribution . This t rans formation is necessary lll'catl~t·
few of these othe r distrib ut ions Arc as well known or as widely tabulat ed as tho
Normal dist ribution . The usc of t he Lognorma l dist ributio n is very shnilar to
the regular Normal distribution. Th e only differe nce is t hat t he logarith m or the
variable, 10(x ), is approximately normally distributed rather than the' original '
random variable x. T he standardizatio n transformation is:
: = In{x) - j l (C.I)
where e is the standard norma ! variate. T hen tile probability of any event associated
wit h x can be found in terms of % using the st andard normaltahle. If t he random
pheno menon can be modelled approximately with a Lognorma l d ist ributio n, tllc
observ ed dat a obtaine d should plot app roximate ly a st raight line on the Lognormal
p robability graph pap er. This straig ht line passes t hrough F{ z)=O..') and In(z) = II
with slope C1 = (In(zp) - p.)/z ; where In(zp) is lhe value of III(z) at probability
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P = F(z). In particular , at P = 0.84, z = I; hence the slope is:
(J = In{;ro.u ) - p. (C.2)
Blom's plotting formula was used to obtain the plotting positions P in the present
study. The standard normal variate z could be related by a standard normal table ,
however, it was derived for the present study from an empirical formula expressed
z = 5.0633 X (p O.13S _ (1 _ p)O.13S) (C.3)
where P is the Plcm's plotting position as equa tion ( 4.9). After plotting the
points of z and In{;r) on the Lognormal graph paper , a probability plot correlation
coefficient test was used to test the linearity of the plotted points for judging the
goodness-of-lit.
U the random variable z is Gamma dist ribut ed, t he cube-root tran sformation ,
.t l / J , will produce an approximately normally distributed variate . By the same
probability plott ing positions and standard normal variate z hut changing In(z)
into Z I/ 3, the probability plot test and goodness-or-fit test were carried out for the
Gamma distribution using the same procedure as for the Lognormal distri bution .
The probability function of a Weibull distribution is expressed as:
x'P =l -exp( - - ),
Taking the logarithm of both sides or the expression, one obtains :




where { is the shape parameter and T/is the scale paramete r of the distribution. Let
w:= -In(l- P ), then In(w) and In(x) have a linear relat ion. TI\l' prohahility}} wns
determined by Blom's plotting position, The probability plot tt'st and the proha -
bility plot correlation coefficient test were conducted to show the linearity between
In{w) and In(x). lf they had a linear relation on the Wcibull prohahility paper
under a cert ain level of confidence. it was said that variate l: WiUI approximately
distr ibuted by a Weibull distribution.
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Appendix D
Fortran Program for Numerical
Integration of Equation ( 5.3 )
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***************** ************** ********************************
*** ***** FORTRAN PROGRAM ********
. .
* I n tegration o f Collision pro b ability *
t il e : INT . FOR
DIKENSIO N L( 2 ) , U( 3 ), W(3) , C( 2 ) , X(2), KK(2 ,2 ), 00(2 ,3)
EXTERNAL FUN, rupp , FLOK
COMMON UP,CAO,C AI , EAO,EA1, 00Gi1 ,DOG 2
CHARACTER*20 FI LE1 , OI R
TYPE*, ' input resul t f ile n a me 1111111 '
ACCEPTa 8 , FILEI
TYPE* , ' input collision direction 1111111 '
ACCEPT8a, OIR
aa FORMAT (A20 )
OPEN (UNI T- I O, FI LE- fil e l, STATUS~'NEW' )
PRINT* , 'upper l i mit of center distance 77?111 '
REAO* ,U P
TYPE*, ' c e nter distribution s MEAN 111111 '
READ*,CAO
T YPE* , ' c ente r d i st. r ibutio n s S .D 111 111 '
REAO* , CAl
TYPE*, , edge distribut i o n s MEAN 711?11 '
READ* , BAO
TYPE*, ' edge d i s tr ibut i o n s S .D 1 711 11 '
READ* , EAl
WRITE( lG , l ll ) OI R, FIlEl
1 1 1 FORMAT(/ / / l SX, ' c ol lis i o n Probability i n' , 2X,A2 0
/ 2ax , ' Progr am f ile: I NT. FOR '
/ 2 0 X, ' OUtput f ile:' , l X, a20
/ / / 3X, , C-Mean , , ax , 'C -SO' ,ax, 'E -Mea n' , 8X, 'E-SO',
4X, 'B locks' , 3X, 'Prob.' / )
U (1 ) =0. 774 596 7
U(2)=0 .
U (3) '-U( l )
W( 1 ) - 0 . 5 5 5 55 5 6
W(2) =0 .8S8 aS89
W(3) =0 .555 5556
00 2 1-1, 10
LL-2 U I
L ( l)=LL
L( 2 ) =L L
('.ALL MULG( 2 , L , 3 , U,W,C , X, KK, DO, 3 , GS I, FUN, FlIPP, FLOW)
GSI=GSI/2/ 3 .14l592/ CAl / EAl
WRITE( lO , 112) CAO, CAl , £AO, EA1, LL , GSI
2 PRI NT*, LL ,GSI





SUBROUTI NE MULG(N,M ,MP,U,W, C, X, KK, DO, NM,GSI , Ft1lf,
1 n1PP , F LOW)
DI MENSION M(N), U(MP) , HeMP), C (K) , X(K), KKCl ,K) ,
1 DD( 2 , NM)





OO(2, NM) - 1.
30 0 DO 10 0 J -K ,K
1r,-FLOW(J , X)
BaKS (J )
DD(l,J) -O .S* (F1JPP (J ,X l - Al / B
C(J ) -OO(l,J)+A
X(J ) -OD(l ,J) *U( 1)+C{J )
DD(2 ,J) -0 .
KK(1 ,J) - 1
100 KK(2 ,J) -1
J aM
30 1 F-FUN (J, X)
K~KK( l ,J)
DD(2,J ) -OD ( 2 ,J+l) *00(1 ,J+l ) * F* W(KB) + 00(2 , J )
KX( 1 , J ) -KK ( 1 , J ) +l
I F( KJ:(1 , J) . LE. HP ) GOTO 30 3
I F(KKCl, J) . LT. KS (J I ) GOTO 302
J-.J- l
IF (J . NE. O) GOTO 301
GSI-DO(2, 1 ) *00( 1 , 1)
RETURN
302 KX(2,J) -KX( 2 , J) +l
C(J) - C(J)+DO(l ,J) *2 .
KX(1,J }-1
3 03 Ke-KK( l ,J )
X(J) -O O(1 ,J) *U (KC) +C(J)





FUNCTIO N FUN( J,X)
DUIENSION X(2 )
COKMON DOGl ,CAO,DOG2,EAO,DOG3 ,Cl, El
IF(J . LT.2 ) COTO 3
FUN"" 1 . O/ X(1 ) / X( 2 )* EXP ( - (ALOG( X(1 » - CAO) U 2/ Cl
- (ALOG( X ( 2 » - EAO) U 2/ El l
RETURN







GOTO(I ,2) , J
FUP~up
RETURN

















••••••• FORTRAN PROGRAM ••••••••
·• Floe Collision Events from Acceleration Data
:----------------------'
• file : JUIXiE . FOR
INTEGER 01, HI, H2 , P, X, Y, 0 , Yl , H, HI , H2 ,
Jl, sr, G2
DIMENSION A(5 0000,3), 5 (5 00 00,3), T(S), U(S ), V( S)
CHARACTER.20 filel. file2 , dire
TYPE., 'Input data fil e namel'
ACCEPl'88 ,filel
TYPE., 'Input output file name2'
ACCEPl'88, f11e2
TYPE· ,'Input direction: Original or Tp 11 11'
ACCEPT88, dire
TYPE., 'Input the program the data got from l '
ACCEPT88, via
8 8 FORKAT(A20)
OPEN (UNIT -S, FILEsfilel, 5TATUS""OLD')
OPEN (UNIT"'6 , FlLE-file2, STA'I'OS"'NEW ')
TYPE*, ' f r om which row of the data 11111 '
READ., HI
TYPE.,'to 'Which row of the data 1111111 '
READ., H2
WRITE(6,1001) DIRC, FlLEl, VIA, FlLE2
WRITE(6,1002)
1001 FORKATC//I0X, 'ICE FLOE COLLISION J UOOEMENT FROM',
IX, A9, ' ACCELERATIONS'I I
22X, ' Pr og r a m File: JUDGE. FOR' 1
22X, 'Data file :' ,lX,A20, 'via ' ,A 20 1
22X,'Result File :',lX, A20/1
17X, 'Directions : ' ,IX, ' l - - No r t h: 2--West f
3--Vert.' /
17X, 'Cycles MEAN : ',lX,'SUM/J'/
17X , 'Collis MEAN : " IX, 'SUM'/
17X, 'Prop. : ',IX, 'Collis/Cycles' /
l7X,'Ccolli s " IX ,'l cera , Half Cycle
at Most'l
17X, 'cProp , ,lX,'1 CoIL Half Cycle
at Most' /I>
1002 FORMAT(4X,'Data Block',2X,' Accolr.',Jx,' Cycles' ,3X.i : COl~:~::~~~:_~~~~::~~~~:_~~~~~:~:~~~~:_~~~~~ .'/
1 -------------------~--------'/I)
1«
DO I -N1, N2




















DO 500 I -H 1,82
IF (A(I,OI}*1.(I-1 ,01)) ro, 5 0 0 , 500
10 K-K+ 1 .




DO 3 00 M-..1+1, L
S(", OI ) - 1. (M, OI ) -1. (M- 1, 01 )
IF (S(M ,DI)*S(M-l , DI)} 150, 300, 300
150 P=oP+1
JOO CONTINUE
DO 4 0 0 MooJ+1,L
IF (S (M,OI)*S (M-l ,DI» 340 , 4 00 , 400
J 40 GO TO (35 0 ,3 60 ,370) , 01
J5 0 Q- P
GOTO 40 0




370 I F (S(M,OI -l)*S (M- l .DI - ll l 377 , 375,375
375 I F (S( M,OI - 2 ) *S( M- l, DI - 21. GE.O) 0-0+1
377 0-0
400 CONTINUE
IF (P.CE.2) Y- Y+l
IF (Q .GE.2) n -n+I






U(OI ) - Y
V(DI) -Yl
WRI TE(6,lOOO) HI, H2, 01 , T (DII, U( OI ), U{OI ) /T(OI),
V(OII , V( OI ) / T (OI I




PROPOR-PROPOR+U (DI I/T( OI)
COLCOH-eQLCOM+V(0 1 I
PROCOK-PROCOH+V(OII/T( OI)
5 10 CONTI NUE
CYCLES-CYCLES/3
irrI"RITE (6 ,3000) CYCLES, COLLIS, PROPOR, cctcce, prccc a











Ac c e l erat ions Trans f orm ed into Tp Wave
Direct ion from Two Ori9 i na l fIor iz.o ntal
Acce l e r a t i o n s
•••"1111.""".11"""11" ••"••""'" ••"'''' •••"•••••••".,,•••''••• 11 •••••• """••








DIKE NSION A( 50000 , 6), 8( 50 00 0), C( 50000 , 2 )
CHARACTER*32 FILEl , FlLE2
TYPE. , ' I np ut d ata f ile name l '
ACCEPT88,fllel
TYPE., ' In pu t ou tput flle na me 2 '
ACCEPl' 88, flle2
88 FORMAT (A32 )
OPEN (UNI T'"'lO , FIUa FlLE1, ST ATUS=' OLD' )
OPEN (UNIT-H , FI LE=FlLE2, STATUS=' NEW' )
TYPE"', 'flow ma ny da ta rows l '
REAO., ROW
READ (10,.) « A (I , J ), J -l, 6 ), I =l , ROW)
DO K"l .RO W




BT1-B T/ 360 "2 ·PI
DO R.. l , ROW
S=A (k,2)/A(k, 1 )
AIrATAN(S)
IF (51 10 ,100, 30
C 5<0: AL<O: A(K, I ) <O: 2nd; A(I'.:,1» 0: 4th





C 5>0: AL>O; AIK,l) <O: 3 r d; A(K,l»O : 1st
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